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Fire and Aerosol Modeling for Air Quality and Climate Studies 
Keren Mezuman 
Open burning of biomass and anthropogenic waste is a major source of aerosols at the 
biosphere-atmosphere interface, yet its impact on Earth’s climate and air quality is not fully 
understood due to the intricate feedbacks between the natural environment and human activities. 
Earth system models (ESMs) are a vital tool in the study of these aerosol-biosphere-atmosphere 
interactions. ESMs allow the estimation of radiative forcing and climate impacts in terms of 
changes to temperature and precipitation as well as the attribution to natural or anthropogenic 
drivers. To provide coherent results, however, ESMs require rigorous development and 
evaluation against observations. In my work I use the NASA-GISS ESM: ModelE. One of its 
strengths lie in its detailed aerosol schemes that include microphysics and thermodynamic 
partitioning, both necessary for the simulation of secondary inorganic aerosols. To overcome one 
of ModelE’s weaknesses, namely its lack of interactive biomass burning (BB) emissions, I 
developed pyre: ModelE’s interactive fire emissions module. pyrE is driven by flammability and 
cloud-to-ground lightning, both of which are calculated in ModelE, and anthropogenic ignition 
and regional suppression parameterizations, based on population density data. Notably, the 
interactive fire emissions are generated from the flaming phase in pyrE (fire count), rather than 
the scar left behind (burned area), which is commonly used in other interactive fire modules.  
The performance of pyrE was evaluated against MODIS satellite retrievals and GFED4s 
inventory, as well as simulations with prescribed emissions. Although the simulated fire count is 
bias-high compared to MODIS, simulated fire emissions are bias-low compared to GFED4s. 
 	
However, the bias in total emissions does not propagate to atmospheric composition, as pyrE 
simulates aerosol optical depth just as well as a simulation with GFED4s prescribed emissions. 
Upon the development and evaluation of the fire-aerosol capabilities of ModelE, I have 
utilized it, with the EVA health model, to study the health impacts of outdoor smoke in 1950, 
2015, and 2050. I find that chronic exposure to aerosols (PM2.5) is the main driver of premature 
deaths from smoke exposure, yet by 2050, acute exposure to ozone, formed downwind of BB 
smoke plumes, is projected to cause more premature deaths than exposure to PM2.5. I estimate 
the annual premature deaths from BB and waste burning (WB) smoke in 1950 to be ~41,000 and 
~19,000, respectively, and in 2015 to be ~310,000 and ~840,000, respectively. By 2050 I project 
390,000 and 1.5 million premature deaths from BB and WB respectively. In light of the growing 
impact of WB smoke exposure I identify the need to scale up viable waste management practices 
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1.1 Atmospheric Composition 
Air quality and climate change, two major contemporary environmental issues, are 
interconnected through the chemical composition of Earth’s atmosphere. Changes in trace 
amounts of constituents in Earth’s atmosphere alters climate [Charlson et al., 1992; Stocker et al., 
2013]. On the other hand, changes in their near surface concentrations determine whether air is 
unhealthy to breath [Fiore et al., 2015; Lelieveld et al., 2015; Shiraiwa et al., 2017; Burnett et al., 
2018]. One of the most important drivers of trends and variations in atmospheric composition is 
emissions of various compounds from natural and anthropogenic processeses [Fowler et al., 
2009; Monks et al., 2009; Naik et al., 2013]. Since preindustrial times to present day, 
anthropogenic activities have been directly emitting to the atmosphere increasing amounts of 
pollutants through the combustion of fossil fuel, biomass and waste burning [Lamarque et al., 
2010; Hoesly et al., 2018]. At the same time, humans have been altering land surfaces, and thus 
changing emission fluxes from the biosphere and hydrosphere [Duce et al., 2008; Doney, 2010; 
Reick et al., 2010; Houghton et al., 2012; Ruddiman, 2013; Arneth et al., 2017]. Emitted 
compounds are in the gas phase or the aerosol phase and are either chemically reactive or inert. 






Once emitted, the compounds can interact with each other at the influence of radiation, 
temperature, and humidity, and form new gaseous molecules and aerosols [Logan et al., 1981]. 
For example, solar radiation at the ultraviolet or lower wavelength (! < 240!") can trigger 
photolysis of oxygen. The resulting excited atomic oxygen can then react with water vapor to 
form the hydroxyl radical (OH) [Levy, 1971], which can then interact with emitted precursors of 
carbon dioxide and ozone like methane [Kirschke et al., 2013] and carbon monoxide [Watson et 
al., 1990], or emitted aerosol precursors like sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides [Dentener and 
Crutzen, 1994; Rodhe et al., 2012]. Temperature controls the chemical reaction rates and 
thermodynamics at which compounds and secondary aerosols are generated or destroyed 
[Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016]. Other than being key for OH generation, humidity affects the 
thermodynamics of the aerosol system, and controls whether aerosols are solid particles or 
deliquesce into an aqueous solution [Ravishankara, 1997]. In such interactions compounds can 
form new gaseous molecules, transfer between the gas and aerosol phases and vice versa, or mix 
with existing aerosols [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016].  
The aerosol phase is comprised of liquid and solid particles suspended in air with radii 
ranging from a few nanometers to tenths of micrometers. Though aerosol size is described in 
terms of diameter or radius, its morphology is usually complex and rarely has a pure spherical 
shape [Xiong and Friedlander, 2001; Colberg et al., 2004; Shiraiwa et al., 2013a]. Mechanically 
generated aerosols, like mineral dust, sea salt, and primary biological aerosol particles like pollen, 
fungal spores, and viruses, are typically on the larger end of the size spectrum, while chemically 
generated aerosols, whether in situ (secondary aerosols) or through combustion (primary 
aerosols), are on the smaller end of the size spectrum [Adams and Seinfeld, 2002; Meskhidze et 






al., 2013; Shiraiwa et al., 2013b]. The first life stage of secondary aerosols occurs via nucleation, 
the in situ clustering of gaseous molecules [Almeida et al., 2013; Kulmala et al., 2013]. Then, the 
composition and size of primary and secondary aerosols evolves with aerosol age, as 
microphysics and in situ chemistry takes place [Rudich et al., 2007; Bauer et al., 2008, 2013a; 
Prather et al., 2008]. An important pathway for secondary aerosols is the oxidation of aerosol 
precursors [Dentener and Crutzen, 1994; Rodhe et al., 2012]. Aged particles can be in all aerosol 
size ranges and are mixed in terms of composition. Ambient gases condense on the particles 
[Riipinen et al., 2012] or if volatile can evaporate [Gao et al., 2017], particles collide and 
coagulate [Sakamoto et al., 2016], and  heterogeneous reactions occur [Dentener and Crutzen, 
1993; Bauer et al., 2004; Bauer and Koch, 2005], as thermodynamics facilitate gas-aerosol phase 
changes [Potukuchi and Wexler, 1995b; Bauer et al., 2007b; Pöschl and Shiraiwa, 2015; 
Vasilakos et al., 2018]. Not only does gas-particle chemistry affect aerosol composition, it also 
affects ambient atmospheric composition, as it serves as a sink for gases. However, in terms of 
the role aerosols play regarding climate change, the actual microphysical properties, size, 
number and composition, determine its impact.  
For climate impacts, the interaction of aerosols with clouds and radiation is the driving 
factor [Ramanathan, 2001].  Most aerosols scatter sunlight, with some fraction reflected back to 
space and some fraction absorbed; the net effect is termed extinction [Charlson et al., 1992; 
Malm et al., 1994]. Aerosols efficient at reflecting radiation include organics [Penner et al., 1998; 
Twitty and Weinman, 2002; Jimenez et al., 2009; Tsigaridis et al., 2014; Tsigaridis and 
Kanakidou, 2018], sulfates, and ammonium nitrates [Boucher and Pham, 2002; Bauer et al., 
2007b; Bian et al., 2017]. Aerosols efficient at absorbing radiation include black and brown 






carbon [Andreae et al., 2006; Bauer et al., 2013b; Laskin et al., 2015], and mineral dust [Miller 
et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009]. In the atmosphere, aerosols are usually mixed with one another. 
As an example, an absorbing dust particle that is coated with reflecting sulfate or nitrate changes 
its radiative properties [Andreae, 1997; Bauer et al., 2007a; Ginoux et al., 2012]. The radiative 
impacts of aerosols depend on their spatiotemporal distribution. For example with dust aerosols 
the local surface albedo controls whether it has a cooling or a warming effect on the climate 
[Liao and Seinfeld, 1998]. This effect is termed the direct aerosol effect [Chylek and Wong, 1995; 
Bellouin et al., 2005]. Similarly, the vertical distribution of aerosols plays an important role in 
aerosols’ radiative forcing capacity. Radiative forcing efficiency increases with altitude of 
absorbing aerosols [Samset et al., 2013]. If aerosols are above the lower condensation level they 
can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) [Pierce and Adams, 2006]. Aerosols with surface 
properties favorable to lowering the energy barrier to crystallization can also act as ice nuclei (IN) 
[DeMott et al., 2010]. Aerosols are key ingredients for cloud formation, and thus affect cloud 
properties, distribution and precipitation, and indirectly affect radiative forcing, which is part of 
the indirect aerosol effect [Rosenfeld et al., 2014]. Aerosols can also affect cloud formation via 
the semi-direct effect, where absorbing aerosols heat the atmosphere, which increases 
atmospheric stability and suppresses cloud formation [Ackerman et al., 2000; Ramanathan et al., 
2005].  The composition and size of aerosols control their ability to stay suspended in air as loss 
mechanisms such as chemistry, gravitational settling, dry and wet deposition occur [Kristiansen 
et al., 2016]. Aerosols are short lived, with lifetimes between hours to weeks in the atmosphere. 
Once aerosols deposit they can impact plant productivity in land and in water [Kanakidou et al., 
2012, 2018; Liu et al., 2013]. Acidic aerosols, like sulfate, are deleterious for plants while basic 
ones like ammonium nitrate, act as fertilizers [Dentener et al., 2006; Vet et al., 2013].   






The study of the intricate impacts of aerosols and atmospheric chemistry on the Earth 
system is facilitated by Earth System Models (ESMs) [Carslaw et al., 2010; Lamarque et al., 
2013; O’Neill et al., 2016a]. Such global-scale models are comprised of a collection of process-
based modules that calculate emissions, chemistry, transport, and deposition of pollutants, 
interactively with climate [Flato et al., 2013]. ESMs also simulate the hydrosphere, cryosphere, 
ocean, and biosphere interactively with the atmosphere. The power of ESMs lie in their ability to 
simulate complex non-linear feedbacks within the climate system [Soden and Held, 2006; Arneth 
et al., 2010; Carslaw et al., 2010; Arora et al., 2013]. In this dissertation I use the NASA 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) ModelE2.1 ESM, an improved version of GISS 
ModelE2 [Schmidt et al., 2014]. 
1.2 Secondary Inorganic Aerosols 
Secondary Inorganic Aerosols (SIA) are formed from gaseous precursors, and are usually 
mixtures of water, acids, and salts, whose equilibrium is governed by thermodynamics [Metzger 
et al., 2002a].  SIA are heavily influenced by precursor emissions. Sulfate is mostly derived from 
OH oxidation of SO2 in the gas-phase and from H2O2 oxidation of SO2 in clouds [Koch, 2003]. 
Precursor sources include fossil fuel SO2 emissions, oceanic DMS [Andreae, 1997], biomass 
burning, and volcanoes. NH3 emissions are dominated by the agriculture sector [Lamarque et al., 
2010]. In the US and Europe, about 90% of NH3 emissions comes from the agriculture sector 
[Hauglustaine et al., 2014]. Additional NH3 sources include biomass burning and volatilization 
from soils and aqueous systems [Bouwman et al., 1997; Galloway and Cowling, 2002; Gruber 
and Galloway, 2008]. Nitrate, which is formed solely by condensation of HNO3, is strongly 
influenced by NOx. NOx is directly emitted from fossil fuel burning, soils, biomass burning, and 






lightning, formed via stratospheric photolysis of N2O and can be transported to the troposphere 
as either NOx or HNO3. The main nighttime mechanism for HNO3 formation is N2O5 hydrolysis.  
Chemically, ammonia has a tendency to neutralize sulfuric acid over nitric acid. In 
ammonia-poor regimes, in which the molar ratio of ammonia to sulfuric acid is less than 1, 
ammonium sulfate will form. The formation of either ammonium bi-sulfate (NH4HSO4) or 
ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) depends on the availability of ammonia [Nenes et al., 1998; 
Metzger et al., 2002a, 2002b; Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007]. At a molar ratio of 2 or higher, also 
known as the ammonia-rich regime, ammonium nitrate forms [Seinfeld and Pandis, 2016]. The 
formation of nitrate, however, is also a function of the presence of water in aerosols, since 
nitrate’s precursor, nitric acid, is extremely volatile and will only condense through aqueous 
chemistry [Tai et al., 2012]. Hence, nitrate formation is strongly dependent on relative humidity 
(RH) and temperature. After the initial formation of the ionic solution, the existence of a solid or 
aqueous particle (R1, R2) depends on whether RH is below or above deliquescence.  
R1: (NH4)2SO4 (s) ⇌ 2NH4+(aq) + SO42− (aq) 
R2: NH4NO3(s) ⇌ NH4+(aq) + NO3− (aq) 
To solve the non-linear thermodynamic equilibrium equations, a model needs to 
constantly take into account the gas/liquid/solid partitioning, and environmental parameters like 
temperature and RH, which makes it both complicated and computationally expensive [Metzger 
et al., 2002a]. There are two widely used thermodynamic schemes, EQSAM [Metzger, 1999; 
Metzger et al., 2002a, 2002b] and ISORROPIA II [Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007]. Reducing 
iterative computational costs, EQSAM is a thermodynamic scheme that relies on the relationship 






between activity coefficients and RH to calculate the solute activity and the non-ideal solution 
properties, while ISORROPIA II is a full thermodynamic model. As such, ISORROPIA II is 
computationally more expensive but is chemically more accurate. The two aerosol schemes used 
in my studies are: OMA (One Moment Aerosol) [Koch et al., 1999; Bauer et al., 2004, 2007a, 
2007b; Koch and Hansen, 2005] and MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol TRacker of mIXing 
state) [Bauer et al., 2008]. OMA is a bulk mass scheme. In OMA, heterogeneous uptake of SO2 
and HNO3, which leads to sulfate and nitrate coated dust aerosols, is calculated for mineral dust 
surfaces [Bauer et al., 2004, 2007b, 2007a]. MATRIX is a microphysical scheme representing 
nucleation, condensation and coagulation. Aerosols are tracked with both number and mass 
concentrations for 16 populations, which are based on mixing state. 
1.3 Biomass Burning Emission Modeling 
Although biomass burning (BB) emissions have high spatiotemporal variability, their 
contribution to the global budget of greenhouse gases and aerosols is significant [Crutzen et al., 
1979; Seiler and Crutzen, 1980; Crutzen and Andreae, 1990]. In terms of primary emitted 
longer-lived greenhouse gasses (GHGs) BB emits about 13900 Tg a-1 CO2 and about 49 Tg a-1 
CH4 (~9% of global CH4 emissions [Turner et al., 2015]) [Andreae, 2019]. However, since 
plants take up CO2, BB is considered a net source of CO2 only in deforested areas. In addition, 
BB short-lived compounds include ~820 Tg a-1 CO (33%-50% of global CO emissions), ~19 Tg 
a-1 NOx (20% of global NOx emissions), which is emitted as NO and converted to NO2 [Andreae 
and Merlet, 2001; Jaffe and Wigder, 2012; Andreae, 2019]. Ozone, a tropospheric GHG and 
toxin, can be formed as a product of the chemical interactions between NOx, CO, OH radical, 
and hydrocarbons [Fiore et al., 2012], with direct impacts from BB [Duncan, 2003; Mao et al., 






2013; Daskalakis et al., 2015]. Jaffe and Wigder (2012) estimated that wildfires produce about 
170 Tg a-1 (3.5%) of global tropospheric ozone with an uncertainty of 50%. This high 
uncertainty is mainly caused by knowledge gaps on how aerosols influence chemical and 
photochemical reactions within a smoke plume. High aerosol optical depth (AOD) reduces 
photolysis rates and limits OH formation [Jaffe and Wigder, 2012], leading to strong impacts on 
ozone formation. BB emissions also contribute to the concentrations of absorbing and reflecting 
aerosols. BB directly emits about 82 Tg a-1 of particulate matter (PM), with ~44% of it being 
organic aerosols (OA, the median of global primary OA emissions is 56 Tg a-1 [Tsigaridis et al., 
2014]) and ~6% of it being black carbon (BC, ~59% of global emissions) [Andreae, 2019]. An 
important product of aged BB emissions is Brown Carbon, a light absorbing carbonaceous 
aerosol that is not black [Andreae et al., 2006; Jacobson, 2014; Voulgarakis and Field, 2015]. 
BB emits ~6.0 Tg a-1 SO2, a precursor of sulfate, ~9.9 Tg a-1 NH3 (11-21% of global emissions 
[Behera et al., 2013]), a precursor of ammonium, and ~58 Tg a-1 non-methane volatile organic 
compounds (NMVOC) [Andreae, 2019], precursors of secondary organic aerosols. The numbers 
reported here are according to the most recent estimates by [Andreae, 2019], numbers vary from 
previous publications [Andreae, 1991; Andreae and Merlet, 2001; van der Werf et al., 2017]. 
The chemical composition of fire emissions is a function of fuel type and burning 
conditions, i.e. flaming or smoldering, fuel consumption, and background chemistry. More 
complete (flaming) combustion is characterized by a higher fraction of oxidized species (e.g. 
CO2, NOx), while more smoldering fire releases a higher fraction of reduced species (e.g. CO, 
NH3, non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC)) [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Akagi et 
al., 2011; Yokelson et al., 2013]. However, no one fire is the same [Ito and Penner, 2005], as 






emissions are also sensitive to season and region. For example, boreal fires in Russia have very 
different intensity, efficiency, and emissions than boreal fires in Canada. Yet, BB regimes are 
often classified based on ecosystem type like boreal, temperate, and tropical forests, savanna and 
grassland, peat land, and agricultural fires [Ichoku et al., 2012]. Present day fire carbon 
emissions are ~2.2 PgC a-1, of those emissions ~84% (~1830 TgC annually) are in the topics 
(23.5° N - 23.5° S), and ~62% are in tropical savannas (1341 TgC annually) [van der Werf et al., 
2017; van Marle et al., 2017]. The most flammable ecosystem, globally and specifically in 
Africa, is the savanna [Ichoku et al., 2008; Randerson et al., 2012; Giglio et al., 2013]. 
BB emissions and fire activity is intertwined with human activities. For BB to occur three 
conditions need to be met: fuel availability, fuel combustibility, and ignition sources 
[Schoennagel et al., 2004]. At present, humans are affecting all three conditions; land use 
practices impacts fuel availability, and anthropogenic climate change impacts fuel combustibility 
and lightning ignition [Veraverbeke et al., 2017]. Human activities also impact ignition, whether 
by intent (agricultural or pyromaniac) or by accident. Thus, background levels of natural fire 
activity are disturbed to an uncertain degree [Bowman et al., 2011]. Bellouin et al. (2008) 
estimated that only about 20% of fires, compared to preindustrial times, are natural, while 
[Andreae, 1991] estimated that in the tropics only about 10% of fires are natural. Thus, the study 
of BB activity and emissions requires accounting of human behavior. 
While many ESMs use observational-based emission inventories for fire input 
[Wiedinmyer et al., 2011; Ichoku and Ellison, 2014; van der Werf et al., 2017], some have the 
capability to interactively simulate fire emissions. Interactive fire emissions modules provide the 






unique ability to connect the atmosphere, biosphere, and hydrosphere. The links between ESM 
components do not exist with the use of offline emissions.  
Interactive emission modules have a varying level of complexity, determined by the 
functionalities available in the ESM or dynamic vegetation model (DGVM) that is coupled to it 
(reviewed in detail in Hantson et al. (2016a) and Rabin et al. (2017)). The two basic parameters 
included in all fire modules are fuel availability and combustibility (in the form of fuel moisture), 
which are used to calculate fire count (FC). Some modules include natural and anthropogenic 
ignition and suppression. Natural ignition is either read from observational cloud to ground 
lightning data or interactively calculated by the ESM. The challenges and lack of scientific 
knowledge associated with modeling human behavior favor the use of population density data 
and empirical relations for anthropogenic fire interactions.  
From fire count to fire emissions most fire models use burned area (BA) as an 
intermediate step and a proxy for emissions. Some modules calculate fire spread using wind and 
moisture input, while others get to BA using empirical relations [Mangeon et al., 2016]. Then, 
emission factors [Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Akagi et al., 2011] are applied to convert the dry 
matter burned to speciated gas and aerosol phase emissions. There are additional levels of 
complexity in a few fire models, like gross domestic product (GDP) and crop fraction [Pfeifer et 
al., 2013; Rabin et al., 2018]. However, there is no clear indication yet that a higher level of 
complexity improves model skill. 
 
 






1.4 Open Burning Health Impacts 
On an annual basis, millions of people worldwide are exposed to the pollution from open 
burning. The fuel burning can be trash in the streets [Wiedinmyer et al., 2014], a farmer’s field 
residue [Randerson et al., 2012], or a large scale savanna or forest set ablaze [van der Werf et al., 
2017]. Human exposure varies in scale, from the individual, to the community at the wildland-
urban interface, to the region downwind, sometimes thousands of kilometers away from the 
actual burn site [Colarco, 2004; Jaffe et al., 2004; Morris et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008; Portin 
et al., 2012; Munoz-Alpizar et al., 2017; Martins et al., 2018; Mead et al., 2018; Navarro et al., 
2018]. Though today waste burning is more common in developing countries [Xu et al., 2019; 
Sharma et al., 2019], it also occurs in rural communities of developed countries [Wiedinmyer et 
al., 2014]. Regardless of the source, smoke poses health risks that can lead to death when 
exposure is continuous or when pollution levels are very high [Johnston et al., 2012, 2014; 
Youssouf et al., 2014; Kodros et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2016b, 2016a; Lassman et al., 2017; 
Wettstein et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2019].  
Health impacts of smoke are due to both gas and aerosol phase pollutants. For aerosols, 
the smaller the aerosol the more likely it is to invade the human body, reach the lungs, and 
damage the cardiovascular system [Shiraiwa et al., 2017]. Such aerosols are referred to as PM2.5, 
particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter smaller than 2.5 micrometers [Pope and 
Dockery, 2006]. Composition also plays a role in the health impacts of aerosols. Soluble PM can 
dissolve and pass through the skin and eyes; in that case size plays a minor role. There is 
indication that combustion aerosols like black and organic carbon are more toxic than bulk PM 
[Tuomisto et al., 2008; West et al., 2016]. However, the lack of mechanistic understanding in the 






physiological pathways, with most studies being epidemiological in nature, are a prominent 
hurdle in the classification of compositional toxicology [Rohr and Wyzga, 2012]. Additional 
factors controlling aerosol health impacts are aerosol concentrations, exposure time, and 
individual’s health and genetics [Kampa and Castanas, 2008]. The first two, PM concentration 
and human exposure, along with size (PM2.5), are the main metrics used in modeled health 
studies [Cohen et al., 2006, 2017; Anenberg et al., 2010; Brandt et al., 2013a; Lelieveld et al., 
2015; Im et al., 2018; Bauer et al., 2019] and in regulatory health guidelines. The World Health 
Organization (WHO)’s guideline for PM2.5 is to limit individuals’ exposure to an annual mean 
concentration below 10 !" !!! [World Health Organization (WHO), 2016]. Gaseous pollutants, 
like tropospheric ozone and its precursors NOx and CO are also deleterious for health, and can 
reduce lung function and cause lung inflammation [Bell et al., 2004; Kampa and Castanas, 2008; 
Anenberg et al., 2018]. In fact, acute short-term exposure to concentrations of above 35 ppb 
Ozone are deleterious to health [European Environment Agency, 2017]. 
In addition to informing governments and the public, health guidelines are used as 
thresholds in exposure response functions of health models. Such exposure response functions 
are fundamental to the calculation health impacts in modeling studies. Parameterization can be of 
the form: ! = ! × !!  × !  
Where !  is the exposure response (in cases, days or episodes), !  is an empirically 
determined constant for a specific health outcome, !! denotes pollution concentrations, and ! 
denotes the affected share of the population [Im et al., 2018]. The exposure response is then 
translated, using statistical relationships, to a health impact. 







In this dissertation the NASA GISS ModelE2.1 ESM [Schmidt et al., 2014] is used with a 
focus on the development, evaluation and application of tools that tie atmospheric composition 
and fire emissions to climate and health impacts. Specifically, the following science questions 
are addressed: 
• What is the state of the three-dimensional distribution of secondary inorganic aerosols in 
ModelE? 
• How accurately can fire emissions be simulated interactively?  
• What are the health impacts of open fires? 
Secondary Inorganic Aerosols 
In Chapter 2 of the dissertation I delve into the inner-workings of the NASA GISS 
ModelE2.1 ESM and evaluate different aerosol chemical modules, with a varying level of 
complexity, against surface and aircraft observations [Mezuman et al., 2016]. A collection of 10 
years of surface observations over the USA and Europe as well as 14 flight campaigns were used 
to evaluate the different model configurations. The study includes a comparison between a 
sophisticated aerosol microphysical scheme and a bulk aerosol scheme [Koch et al., 2006; Bauer 
et al., 2008], as well as two aerosol thermodynamic modules. The two thermodynamic 
approaches, ISORROPIA II and EQSAM are both based on the same physics but EQSAM has an 
approximated water activity calculation [Nenes et al., 1998; Metzger et al., 2002a, 2002b; 
Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007]. 






Inherently, secondary aerosols are a sink for their gas phase precursors. Chapter 2 also 
examines the model performance in terms of the spatial and temporal distribution of the gaseous 
precursors: nitric acid versus nitrate and ammonia versus ammonium. 
Fire Modeling 
The biggest endeavor of this dissertation was to develop an interactive BB emissions 
module termed pyrE (Chapter 3), from the Greek word for fire (pyr). It is based on the fire count 
parameterization of Pechony and Shindell (2009, 2010), with additional components like 
parameterizations for fire spread and burned area (BA), following the Community Land Model’s 
(CLM) approach [Li et al., 2012]. The pyrE module is unique in its regional treatment of human 
fire suppression. The module calculates fire spread and BA using interactive wind and relative 
humidity (RH), but unlike other fire modules, it uses fire count as the key metric driving 
emissions. In Chapter 3 I demonstrate that if fire counts are properly calculated, emissions, and 
the resulting concentrations of pollutants are similar to the concentrations simulated using a BB 
emission inventory.  
In addition to developing a fire-modeling framework, Chapter 3 includes evaluation 
against reference datasets. Satellite products, which have global coverage and a continuous 
record of more than 10 years, provide information on fire count, burned area, and fire emissions. 
To assure the evaluation of model performance is not skewed to observations I investigate the 
impacts of BB emissions on atmospheric composition using independent reference datasets, like 
satellite-retrieved AOD and model simulations with offline fire emissions.  
 







With the recent fatal fires in the North American West [Tan et al., 2018; Adams et al., 
2019], South America [Gómez-González et al., 2018], Europe, Asia, and Australia [Cruz et al., 
2012] public attention has been focused on the health impacts of open burning exposure [Black 
et al., 2017; Ford et al., 2017]. Few studies looked at the global health impacts of fire pollution 
and almost none have focused on the waste-burning sector. In Chapter 4, I study those impacts 
for 1950, 2015, and 2050 in a global modeling framework. In that chapter I explore the interplay 
between pollution levels and population density. To do so, the modeling tools evaluated and used 
in the previous chapters, namely ModelE2.1 with the MATRIX-EQSAM aerosol configuration 
were applied to calculate near-surface concentrations of pollutants. The 1950s and 2015 
emissions are from the Community Emissions Data System (CEDS) used in the Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) inventory [Hoesly et al., 2018]. Future emissions and 
greenhouse gas concentrations follow the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways scenario 3 (SSP3) 
[O’Neill et al., 2016b; Riahi et al., 2017], a core scenario for the Aerosols and Chemistry Model 
Intercomparison Project (AerChemMIP). SSP3 is a scenario of regional rivalry, challenges to 
mitigation and adaptation, and assumes high population growth in developing countries and low 
in industrialized countries. The resulting pollution levels in the simulations are then coupled to 
the Economic Valuation of Air Pollution (EVA) health model [Brandt et al., 2013a, 2013b; Im et 
al., 2018, 2019; Bauer et al., 2019]. EVA provides the health impacts of long term (chronic) 
exposure to PM2.5 and short term (acute) exposure to Ozone, CO, and SO2. There, health impacts 
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Evaluating secondary inorganic aerosols in three 
dimensions 
Abstract 
The spatial distribution of aerosols and their chemical composition dictates whether 
aerosols have a cooling or a warming effect on the climate system. Hence, properly modeling the 
three-dimensional distribution of aerosols is a crucial step for coherent climate simulations. 
Since surface measurement networks only give 2-D data, and most satellites supply integrated 
column information, it is thus important to integrate aircraft measurements in climate model 
evaluations. In this study, the vertical distribution of secondary inorganic aerosol (i.e., sulfate, 
ammonium, and nitrate) is evaluated against a collection of 14 AMS flight campaigns and 
surface measurements from 2000 to 2010 in the USA and Europe. GISS ModelE2 is used with 
multiple aerosol microphysics (MATRIX, OMA) and thermodynamic (ISORROPIA II, EQSAM) 
configurations. Our results show that the MATRIX microphysical scheme improves the model 
performance for sulfate, but that there is a systematic underestimation of ammonium and nitrate 
over the USA and Europe in all model configurations. In terms of gaseous precursors, nitric acid 
concentrations are largely underestimated at the surface while overestimated in the higher levels 




of the model. Heterogeneous reactions on dust surfaces are an important sink for nitric acid, even 
high in the troposphere. At high altitudes, nitrate formation is calculated to be ammonia limited. 
The underestimation of ammonium and nitrate in polluted regions is most likely caused by a too 
simplified treatment of the NH3 / NH4+ partitioning which affects the HNO3 / NO3− partitioning. 
2.1 Introduction 
The impact of aerosols on climate and air quality is a function of their chemical 
composition, abundance, and spatial distribution. Understanding the vertical profile of aerosols is 
crucial for radiative forcing calculations [Xu and Penner, 2012], since aerosols interact with 
radiation directly through absorption and scattering [Haywood and Boucher, 2000; Bauer and 
Menon, 2012; Stocker et al., 2013], and indirectly via interactions with clouds [Lohmann and 
Feichter, 2005]. Comparisons of model results with organic aerosol aircraft data showed large 
discrepancies in the free troposphere [Heald et al., 2005, 2011]. Sulfate and ammonium nitrate 
aerosols, although much simpler to model than organics, have not been studied in the vertical in 
much detail. There is large uncertainty in the magnitude of the forcing induced by sulfate and 
ammonium nitrate aerosols, with estimates for the preindustrial to present-day direct radiative 
forcing of sulfate ranging from −0.6 to −0.2 W m−2 while for ammonium nitrate from −0.3 to 
−0.03 W m−2 [Stocker et al., 2013] under present-day conditions. These forcings are projected to 
change in the future, driven by trends in precursor emissions. The projected increase in 
agricultural ammonia emissions, which will result in greater availability of ammonia, contrasted 
with the projected reductions in NOx emissions, can lead to an increased relative contribution of 
ammonium nitrate to the total secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) abundance, due to the strong 
projected decrease of sulfate aerosols [Hauglustaine et al., 2014; Hodas et al., 2014]. Yet, the 




effect of these changes on ammonium nitrate concentrations are still a matter of active research: 
[Paulot et al., 2016] showed increases in nitrate load in the free troposphere while surface 
concentrations decreased, and [Pusede et al., 2016] showed changes in tropospheric chemistry in 
western USA with increased ammonium nitrate production during daytime rather than at night. 
Thermodynamically, ammonia tends to neutralize sulfuric acid over the highly volatile 
nitric acid [Tagaris et al., 2007]. The formation of fine-mode nitrate is a function of ammonia, 
sulfate availability and relative humidity (RH), since its precursor, nitric acid, condenses 
following thermodynamic equilibrium [Potukuchi and Wexler, 1995a, 1995b]. Sulfuric acid and 
nitric acid also participate in heterogeneous uptake on dust particles, forming coarse sulfate and 
nitrate, a process that acts as a sink for the gas phase precursors [Ravishankara, 1997; Bauer and 
Koch, 2005]. 
In this paper, we evaluate ammonium, nitrate, and sulfate aerosols in the NASA GISS 
ModelE2 against surface and aircraft observations, extending what [Bauer et al., 2007b] did for 
nitrate aerosol for the year 2000, by using new aerosol configurations that had been implemented 
in GISS ModelE2 since then, and a substantially extended record of SIA measurements, both 
from ground stations and various flight campaigns. To assess the model in terms of SIA surface 
distribution and vertical profiles, we evaluated the performance of three aerosol configurations, 
described in Sect. 2.2.1.1, by comparing them against surface data measured over the USA and 
Europe during 2000–2010, and 14 flight campaigns, as described in Sect. 2.2.2. We then study 
the climatology of the model against measurements, both at surface and at higher altitudes (Sects. 
2.3.1–2.3.3), and explore the model uncertainties with the help of sensitivity experiments (Sect. 
2.3.4).  




2.2 Experimental approach 
2.2.1 Model description 
The NASA GISS ModelE2 model [Schmidt et al., 2014] was run with interactive 
tropospheric [Shindell et al., 2001, 2003] and stratospheric chemistry [Shindell et al., 2006] and 
coupled with three different aerosol configurations, as described below. A horizontal resolution 
of 2◦ in latitude by 2.5◦ in longitude and a vertical resolution of 40 layers to 0.1 hPa was used. 
The simulation was nudged using 6-hourly National Centers for Environmental Prediction 
(NCEP) reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996] for the horizontal wind component. Sea surface 
temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice cover were prescribed using the Met Office Hadley Center’s sea 
ice and sea surface temperature data set (HadISST1) [Rayner et al., 2003]. 
The nitrate optical depth of GISS ModelE2 in the CMIP5 archive was found to be 
problematic, consistent with the findings of [Shindell et al., 2013] for a likely too-high nitrate 
load. The model was using the Henry value of ammonia instead of the effective Henry value, 
which resulted in large abundances of ammonia, hence ammonium, hence nitrate. In our work, 
the nitrate scheme had been corrected and nitrate distribution in the column reflects surface 
sources such as agricultural, industrial, and biomass burning areas. 
2.2.1.1 Aerosol schemes 
Two aerosol schemes were used in this study: OMA (One Moment Aerosol) [Koch et al., 
2006; Miller et al., 2006] and MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol TRacker of mIXing state) 
[Bauer et al., 2008]. OMA is a bulk mass scheme with one fine-mode bin of prescribed size for 




SO2−, NH4+, and NO3− . In OMA, heterogeneous uptake of SO2 and HNO3 on dust surfaces is 
also included, which takes place on the three smallest size bins out of the five size bins used for 
mineral dust [Bauer et al., 2004, 2007b]. This was changed after [Bauer et al., 2007b] where 
dust was represented in four size classes, and coating on all classes was tracked. MATRIX is a 
microphysical scheme representing nucleation, condensation, and coagulation [Bauer et al., 
2008]. Sulfate is tracked with both number and mass concentrations for 16 populations, which 
are based on mixing state. MATRIX represents an intermediate level of complexity; only the 
total mass of nitrate, ammonium, and aerosol water is calculated, and then distributed across 
populations based on the sulfate abundance in each one of them, assuming internally mixed 
components. This approach greatly reduces the required number of transported variables. 
Due to the focus on SIA in this paper, we will give a brief description of the sulfate and 
nitrate schemes in our model. The sulfate chemistry module in both schemes, OMA and 
MATRIX, is based on [Koch et al., 1999] and includes prognostic calculation of gas and aqueous 
phase DMS, MSA, SO2, and sulfate concentrations. This provides the sulfate mass in the OMA 
scheme, and provides aqueous sulfate production rates and H2SO4 concentrations as input 
parameters for MATRIX microphysics [Bauer et al., 2008]. 
To partition between the gas and particle phases the model uses the nonlinear 
thermodynamics. Both schemes were run coupled to the secondary inorganic aerosol 
thermodynamics scheme EQSAM [Metzger et al., 2002a, 2002b]. MATRIX was also run 
coupled to ISORROPIA II [Fountoukis and Nenes, 2007], which was only recently introduced 
into GISS ModelE2. EQSAM is a parameterized thermodynamics scheme that relies on the 
relationship between activity coefficients and RH to calculate the solute activity and the non-




ideal solution properties, while ISORROPIA II calculates the equilibrium constants and solves 
the thermodynamic equations analytically. Both models use the same input parameters: NHx 
(NH3+NH4+), SO42−, XNO3 (HNO3+NO3−), RH and temperature, and interactively calculate the 
SO42−, NH4+, NO3−, and aerosol H2O concentrations at equilibrium, as well as the residual NH3 
and HNO3 in the gas phase. The thermodynamical equilibrium for Aitken-mode-sized particles, 
which is important for CCN, might not be properly captured by models [Benduhn et al., 2016]. 
This is not expected to be a problem in this study because Aitken-mode particles are a small 
fraction of the total aerosol mass. In addition, for the coarse mode, large uncertainties exist 
regarding the availability of crustal and coarse-mode material in equilibrium thermodynamic 
calculations. Our simulations do not take into consideration crustal (e.g., Mg2+, K+, Ca2+) and sea 
salt (e.g., Na+, Cl−) ions in the thermodynamics, although this option is available in the model. 
The model ran in the following three configurations: OMA-EQSAM, MATRIX-EQSAM, and 
MATRIX-ISORROPIA, and we are comparing model PM2.5 (particles with dry diameter smaller 
than 2.5 µm) with measured PM2.5 at surface, and model PM1 (particles with dry diameter 
smaller than 1 µm) with measured PM1 at the vertical, for consistency with the available 
measurements. 
2.2.1.2 Emissions 
This study used the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) historical 
anthropogenic emissions until 2005 [Lamarque et al., 2010] and the Representative 
Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5) scenario thereafter [van Vuuren et al., 2011]. Biomass 
burning emissions came from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED3) inventory [van der 
Werf et al., 2010]. The emissions include seasonal variations for the biomass burning, soil NOx, 




and shipping and aircraft sectors [Lamarque et al., 2010], yet lack seasonal variability for all 
other anthropogenic emissions, including agricultural NH3 sources. In order to prevent 
unrealistic ammonium and nitrate aerosol loads during wintertime, the agricultural NH3 
emissions were altered using the local solar zenith angle, in order to produce a more realistic 
seasonal variability, but kept the total annual emissions the same. This approach is comparable to 
[Adams et al., 1999; Park, 2004] who scaled ammonia emissions from crops and fertilizers 
according to the number of daylight hours. 
2.2.1.3 Sensitivity runs 
NH3 emissions are controlled by the agricultural sector [Lamarque et al., 2010], both in 
the USA and Europe, where more than 80% of NH3 emissions are agriculture related [Paulot et 
al., 2014; van Damme et al., 2015]. We test how changing agricultural NH3 emissions affect 
ammonium nitrate formation under two scenarios: doubled and 5 times higher agricultural NH3 
emissions, using the MATRIX-ISORROPIA aerosol configuration. The results of that sensitivity 
study are presented in Sect. 2.3.4. 
2.2.2 Observational data sets 
2.2.2.1 Surface Measurements 
We evaluate our simulations against nitrate and sulfate PM2.5 data measured by the 
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network over the 
continental United States [Malm et al., 1994, 2004], and against ammonia, ammonium, nitric 
acid, nitrate, SO2, and sulfate measured by the European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme 
(EMEP), available via the NILU-EBAS database, for the years 2000–2010. From EMEP we use 




the corrected sulfate for sea salt (XSO4) [EMEP, 2014], as it better represents fine sulfate. 
IMPROVE currently has 212 sites, predominantly rural [Hand et al., 2011, 2012], while EMEP 
has around 40 sites measuring aerosol composition in Europe, many of which are urban [Tørseth 
et al., 2012]. The data in Europe are reported in µgX m−3 (where X is either sulfur or nitrogen) 
and in the USA in µg m−3. We decided to keep these units unchanged in the rest of the paper and 
convert the units of the model to represent those of the measurements, rather than doing the 
opposite. We compared monthly mean values from all available stations with monthly mean 
model output. An examination of the mean spatial distribution over the USA (Fig. 2.1) revealed 
distinct regimes with different pollution levels, which motivated a regional division of the data 
into eastern USA (EUSA) and western USA (WUSA). Europe (ERP; Fig. 2.2) and the Arctic 
(ARC; data from flight campaigns only) were studied independently (Table 2.1). The standard 
deviation, correlation coefficient (R), and normalized mean bias (NMB) between the monthly 
mean surface values within the studied regions (black frames in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) and the 
model’s monthly mean at the stations locations in each region, were calculated. It is important to 
note that during the 11-year period the number of measuring sites has varied in each region, and 
not all stations measured all species. 
Table 2.1 Regional boundaries for data division.  
Region Boundaries 
Arctic (ARC) 55-90◦ N, 60-170◦ W  
Eastern USA (EUSA) 30-50◦ N, 60-95◦ W 
Western USA (WUSA) 30-50◦ N, 114-130◦ W 
Europe (ERP) 35-70◦ N, 10◦ W-30◦ E 





Figure 2.1. Mean nitrate (upper panel) and sulfate (lower panel) surface concentration (2000-
2010) simulated by MATRIX-EQSAM overlaid by measurements from the improve network. 
The model data units match the units of the measured data (µg m−3). 




Figure 2.2. Mean nitrate (left panel) and sulfate (right panel) surface concentration (2000-2010) 
simulated by MATRIX-EQSAM overlaid by measurements from the EMEP network. The model 
data units match the units of the measured data (µgX m−3 with X being N for nitrate or S for 
sulfate). 
 
2.2.2.2 Flight campaigns 
The Aerodyne aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS), which measures chemical composition 
and size distribution of non-refractory particles (such as ammonium, nitrate, and sulfate) with 
diameter smaller than 1 µm [Allan et al., 2003; Jimenez et al., 2003], had been part of many 
flight campaigns in the past decade. Another common method to measure inorganic particle 
composition is using the particle-into-liquid sampler (PILS), which quantifies the ionic content 
of particulate matter using ion chromatography [Weber et al., 2001]. In this study, we use data 




from 14 flight campaigns, 2 of which used the PILS instrument for chemical composition 
measurements, and the rest used the AMS (Table 2.2). The flights took place in the Northern 
Hemisphere during short campaign periods, predominantly during spring and summer seasons, 
between 2001 and 2011. The flight tracks of the campaigns used here are presented in Fig. 2.3. 
Data were retrieved using the Tools for Airborne Data interface (https: //tad.larc.nasa.gov/), as 
well as the AMS global database (https://sites.google.com/site/amsglobaldatabase/). For every 
campaign, a mean regional vertical profile was calculated by averaging the flight data within the 
model’s grid. For short-range campaigns such as ACE, CRISTAL, MILAGRO, Tex-AQS, and 
EUCAARI all available data were used, for ITOP the transit flight data were parsed out, and for 
the rest of the campaigns only data within the regional boundaries we study (black frames in Fig. 
2.3) were used. These boundaries were chosen in accordance with the surface observations. 
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The campaign-average profile was compared against the monthly mean model output, a 
not uncommon practice in model–aircraft comparison studies (e.g., [Emmons et al., 2000; 
Shindell et al., 2003; Bauer et al., 2007b]). The simulations were subsampled by taking into 
consideration the geographical variability of the flights, but not the submonthly temporal 
variability, to yield a mean corresponding profile. The 1 standard deviation variability of the 
campaign data per model level was calculated for the measurements and model simulations, 
which represents the spatial variability of the concentrations during the whole field campaign for 
the measurements, and the spatial variability of the monthly mean modeled concentrations for 
the model. The duration of the field campaigns ranged from 7 to 17 days. In the Results section 
we picked four representative campaigns that display systematic behavior, one for each region 
(Fig. 2.7). The rest of the campaigns can be found in the Appendix A (Figs. 2.A2, 2.A3). 
2.3 Results and discussion 
In terms of mean surface concentrations (measured and modeled) in the Western 
Hemisphere sulfate concentrations are higher than nitrate concentrations. That is not the case in 
the Eastern Hemisphere, since over western Europe sulfate and nitrate aerosols are comparable in 
mass (Fig. 2.2), consistent with [Schaap et al., 2004]. At the whole atmospheric column (not 
shown here), sulfate peaks over east ERP and northern Africa due to in-cloud production and 
transport, while the nitrate column distribution corresponds to the surface distribution, with 
maxima over the continental hot spots, driven by urban pollution and biomass burning. 




2.3.1 Surface climatology 
Surface data show high concentrations of nitrate and sulfate in the industrialized EUSA 
and ERP and lower concentrations in WUSA, with some urban hot spots (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). We 
compared the model skill, with respect to measurements, under the three different aerosol 
configurations in Fig. 2.4 for nitrate (left) and sulfate (right). The regional clusters observed 
reflect the fact that performance in terms of R and NMB is controlled by region rather than 
aerosol scheme. For sulfate, the simulation with no microphysics (OMA, blue) is always biased 
lower (by 1–4 %) compared to the other two simulations (MATRIX, red and green). This result 
is due to the microphysical processes included in MATRIX (i.e., nucleation, condensation, and 
coagulation), which allow for aerosols to spread over the entire size distribution, including the 
existence of smaller particles (the freshly nucleated ones) which sediment more slowly. 
Additionally the solubility of sulfate in MATRIX is calculated as a weighted average of the 
mixed particle component’s solubility (SO4 mixed with dust, BC, etc.) and is always less than the 
pure SO4 solubility in OMA. The differences in both size and solubility lead to a longer lifetime 
of MATRIX sulfate, thus increasing the aerosol mass. As an indication, the mean lifetime of 
sulfate in 2005 was 4.2 days in the two MATRIX simulations, against 3.2 days in the OMA 
simulation. We observe a systematic underestimation of ammonium, nitrate, and sulfate in 
EUSA and ERP (35% for nitrate, 30% for ammonium, 20% for sulfate). Despite the negative 
bias, the three aerosol types correlate well with measurements in these regions (R > 0.5). This 
high correlation is due to the fact the simulations successfully capture the aerosol seasonal cycle 
(discussed in the next section). In the WUSA, the simulations overestimate sulfate by 12%, and 
underestimated nitrate by 80%, while there is no correlation between the model and observations 




for nitrate. The different behavior across regions reflects the fact that the WUSA is driven by 
agricultural emissions while in the EUSA industrial and residential emissions dominate. The 
ability of the model to capture the seasonality is important for model skill and is discussed in the 
next section. 
 
Figure 2.4. Surface regional statistics (2000–2010). Left panel: nitrate and ammonium (data 
available only for ERP); right panel: sulfate. The correlation coefficient (R) between the 
simulation and the measurements is in the y axis, and NMB is in the x axis. MATRIX-EQSAM 
is in red, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 
 
2.3.2 Surface seasonality 
Figure 2.5 shows that in the ERP there is little variation in the SO2 seasonality between 
the three simulations, which is emission-level driven. The modeled surface concentration 
overestimates measurements by about 0.5 µgS m−3 with an amplified seasonal cycle. Past studies 
[Dentener et al., 2006; Vestreng et al., 2007] have raised concerns regarding the accuracy of SO2 








































Additionally, wintertime chemistry slowdown due to reduced photochemistry increases the SO2 
lifetime, resulting in reduced sulfate formation rates, contributing to the underestimation of 
sulfate concentration which can be as high as a factor of 2 during winter months. For sulfate, the 
difference between the simulations is dominated by the aerosol scheme, with the summertime 
peak being more pronounced in the MATRIX simulations than in the OMA one. As explained in 
the previous section, MATRIX simulates higher concentrations due to the existence of smaller 
particles with longer lifetimes compared to OMA. Surface NH3 (Fig. 2.5) is overestimated in all 
three simulations, which might be due to incorrect NHx partitioning calculated by EQSAM and 
ISORROPIA II, a hypothesis that is supported by the underestimate of ammonium. Contrary to 
SO2 and NH3, nitric acid is underestimated by the simulations by a factor of 3. This contributes 
to the underestimation of nitrate in all simulations. The simulated seasonality of nitrate matches 
that of the measurements, peaking during winter and reaching a minimum during summer. 
[Konovalov et al., 2008] identified a slight underestimation of NOx in emission inventories in 
southern Europe, which would contribute to underestimations of XNO3. 
IMPROVE has extensive sulfate and nitrate surface data to compare against the model 
simulations. EMEP provides additional HNO3 data from nine stations, predominantly around the 
Great Lakes, which is not enough for a proper regional analysis. Unfortunately, ammonium and 
gas phase aerosol precursors are not routinely measured via the IMPROVE network. In the 
eastern USA (Fig. 2.6) the model simulations exhibit peak sulfate concentrations during summer, 
with the MATRIX simulations having a stronger seasonality than OMA, which better matches 
observations. For nitrate, all simulations systematically underestimate measurements during most 
of the year (by about 0.2 µg m−3), except during winter, where MATRIX slightly overestimates 




them (less than 0.1 µg m−3). The HNO3 underestimation by the model, as evident by the limited 
measurements we obtained in EUSA (Fig. 2.A1), contributes to the nitrate underestimation. 
 
Figure 2.5. The 2000–2010 mean annual cycle over Europe, error bars represent ± 1 standard 
deviation. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II 
is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 





Figure 2.6. The 2000–2010 mean annual cycle over WUSA (left) and EUSA (right), error bars 
represent ± 1 standard deviation. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, 
MATRIX-ISORROPIA II is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 
 
In WUSA, the simulated sulfate and nitrate seasonality (Fig. 2.6, left panels) is flat 
compared to the measurements. For sulfate, the measured range is 0.7 µg m−3, while in the 
MATRIX simulations the range is 0.25µgm−3 and OMA-EQSAM is 0.15 µg m−3. All simulations 
underestimate measurements during summer and overestimate them during winter. The 
measured maximum sulfate concentrations are around summer. This feature is captured by 
OMA-EQSAM, but the MATRIX simulations calculate spring and fall peaks instead. For nitrate, 
the measurements peak in early winter, a feature that is not captured by the simulations, as 




modeled nitrate peaks in winter. During the winter OMA-EQSAM and MATRIX-EQSAM are 
similar, probably due to the common thermodynamical scheme, while MATRIX-ISORROPIA II 
is higher by 0.05 µg m−3. Modeled nitrate is underestimated compared to measurements 
throughout the year: in the MATRIX simulations it is underestimated by about 0.45 µg m−3 (80% 
of the measured value), and in OMA-ISORROPIA it is underestimated by about 0.4 µg m−3. 
2.3.3 Vertical profiles 
The simulated mean vertical profiles of sulfate, ammonium, nitric acid (when available), 
and nitrate are evaluated against the mean measured profiles in Fig. 2.7. The measured and 
modeled standard deviations (gray shading and dashed lines, respectively), along with the 
number of days each layer was sampled (black squares), are shown as well. Generally, aerosol 
concentrations decrease with altitude as they peak near emission sources at the surface. Some of 
the data used in this study were affected by intense fire plumes [Fisher et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 
2010], as can be seen in the ATCPAC (ARC) and ARCTAS spring and summer (ARC) panels 
(Figs. 2.7 and 2.A2). Fires act as a source of NOx, NH3, and SO2, increasing the concentration of 
sulfate, ammonium, and nitrate in the measurements. Fire emissions are included in our 
simulations, yet these emissions could be underestimated, as [Ichoku and Ellison, 2014] 
indicated is the case in many bottom-up emission inventories such as GFED3 (used here), and 
are also a function of properly resolving the transport. Even if all these factors are accurate in the 
model, the monthly mean output we use would dilute the signal of a fire event as observed in a 
flight profile.  





Figure 2.7. Mean regional concentration profiles from the Arctic (first row), eastern USA 
(second row), western USA (third row), and Europe (fourth row). First column is SO4, second is 
NH4, third is HNO3, and fourth is NO3. 




Modeled sulfate concentrations are underestimated compared to the measurements (first 
column in Figs. 2.7, 2.A2, and 2.A3). The MATRIX simulations that include aerosol 
microphysics show higher concentrations compared to the bulk scheme. During INTEX-A 
(EUSA) the MATRIX simulations produced in the boundary layer around 1 µg m−3 higher 
sulfate concentrations compared to OMA. The thermodynamic scheme (EQSAM or 
ISORROPIA II) makes a minor difference for sulfate, stemming from the simulations’ climate 
feedbacks, with the green and red lines overlaying each other. All these results are consistent 
with the ones presented earlier for the surface.  
In remote environments like the Florida Keys (CRISTAL-FACE, Fig. 2.A3), Azores 
(ITOP-UK, Fig. 2.A3), and the Arctic (ARCTAS spring and summer, Figs. 2.7 and 2.A2), 
ammonium and nitrate concentrations are generally very low, and the models are able to 
reproduce the aerosol concentrations. However, in campaigns over land such as EUCAARI ERP, 
EUSA: INTEX-A, NEAQS, DISCOVER-MD, CALNEX WUSA, TexAQS, and Mexico: 
MILAGRO-MIRAGE, INTEX-B, there is consistent underestimation of both ammonium and 
nitrate, especially in the boundary layer (Figs. 2.7, 2.A2 and 2.A3). The sensitivity runs we 
performed, presented later, explore whether this is due to precursor levels or to the 
thermodynamic parameterization used. 
From the nitric acid profiles (third column in Figs. 2.7 and 2.A2), it is evident that the 
model strongly overestimates the measurements in the middle and upper troposphere. HNO3 
overestimation at high altitudes is consistent with Fig. 10 from [Shindell et al., 2006]. On top of 
that, the modeled nitric acid shows distinct OMA and MATRIX profiles, which diverge with 
increasing height, with differences that can become as high as 0.3 ppbv. Though there is not 




much dust at these altitudes, the inclusion of heterogeneous reactions on dust surfaces in OMA is 
the main difference in the gas phase chemistry of OMA and MATRIX schemes. The coarse-
mode nitrate mass formed by those heterogeneous reactions almost fully accounts for the 
difference in HNO3 between the two schemes. However, this loss is insufficient to explain the 
discrepancy between the model and measurements. We exclude the nitrate that forms on dust 
(coarse nitrate) from the nitrate profiles, since they are neither in the PM1 aerosol measurements, 
nor are they calculated in the MATRIX simulations.  
The overestimation of nitric acid does not result in overestimation of nitrate, which is 
also affected by the availability of both sulfate and ammonia, on top of environmental factors 
like relative humidity and temperature. Even though nitrate concentrations are low in many 
locations (below 2 µg m−3), the simulations underestimates it to be below 0.1 µg m−3 in EUSA 
(INTEX-A in Fig. 2.7, NEAQS, DISCOVER-MD, and TexAQS in Fig. 2.A2), WUSA 
(CALNEX in Fig. 2.7), Arctic (ARCPAC in Fig. 2.A2), Central America (INTEX-B in Fig. 2.A2, 
MILAGRO-MIRAGE, and CRISTAL-FACE in Fig. 2.A3), consistent with the spring-summer 
surface underestimation. Another key point is that there is little difference in the nitrate 
concentrations simulated by the different aerosol configurations. Differences between the 
simulations are evident only in the boundary layer in EUCAARI (ERP, Fig. 2.7) at ~ 0.8 µg m−3, 
and ACE-ASIA (Japan, Fig. 2.A3) at ~ 0.3 µg m−3. In these locations, the difference is not 
evident on a thermodynamic scheme basis, but rather on a microphysical scheme, with 
MATRIX-EQSAM and MATRIX-ISORROPIA grouped against OMA-EQSAM. The difference 
in concentration between the simulations is also evident in the ammonium profiles of these 
campaigns. In EUCAARI, nitrate and ammonium have higher concentrations in the OMA-




EQSAM simulation, while sulfate is consistently larger in the MATRIX ones. In ACE-ASIA, 
however, both sulfate and ammonium concentrations are higher with OMA-EQSAM, yet nitrate 
concentrations are higher in the MATRIX simulations. It is evident from these profiles that the 
simulations with lower sulfate concentrations are also the simulations with higher nitrate 
concentrations. The role of thermodynamics to the NH3/ NH4+ partitioning at different NH3 
levels will be discussed in the next section. 
2.3.4 Sensitivity runs 
In order to study the interplay between precursor concentrations and thermodynamics, we 
perturbed the ammonia emissions from agriculture. For these runs, presented in Fig. 2.8, we use 
the MATRIX-ISORROPIA scheme with standard NH3 emission (green line), double agricultural 
NH3 emissions (purple line), and 5 times higher agricultural NH3 emissions (brown line). At the 
surface, as NH3 emissions are increased, the ammonium and nitrate underestimation by the 
model disappears (Fig. 2.8). However, a comparison with the limited available surface NH3 
measurements reveals that even with the standard NH3 emissions the model overestimates NH3 
concentrations. This is also evident in TexAQS and CALNEX (WUSA) NH3 profiles (Fig. 2.A4). 
Similarly, in the vertical, with increasing NH3 emissions the nitric acid model overestimation 
decreases (Fig. 2.A5), as more NH3 becomes available to react with nitric acid and partition it to 
the aerosol phase. These results indicate that the NH3 / NH4+ partitioning is not accurately 
calculated by the model, and that this strongly affects the nitric acid/nitrate partitioning. Further 
evidence to support our conclusion lies in Fig. 2.9 and presents the modeled and measured 
partitioning ratios (NH3 over total NHx and HNO3 over total XNO3). For NHx all three 
simulations are grouped together, while for XNO3 a distinct difference between the 




thermodynamic schemes is revealed: MATRIX-EQSAM overestimates the partitioning ratio 
during the summer, and MATRIX-ISORROPIA II is closer to measurements. From the surface 
seasonality of the individual species (Fig. 2.5) it is clear that the divergence in the ratio is driven 
mainly by nitrate concentrations, as HNO3 concentrations are the same for MATRIX-EQSAM 
and MATRIX-ISORROPIA II (red and green curves overlaying each other). The difference 
between these two simulations in terms of nitrate concentrations is of the order of 0.05 µg N m−3 
and is most distinct during summer (Fig. 2.5). Similarly, the difference between the simulations 
for XNO3 is greater during summer. Thermodynamically, other than precursor levels, the 
difference in behavior in summer and the rest of the year is also controlled by temperature and 
RH. 





Figure 2.8. The 2000–2010 mean annual cycle over Europe, error bars represent ± 1 standard 
deviation. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II with regular emissions is in 
green, with double agricultural NH3 emissions is in purple, and with 5 times higher agricultural 









Figure 2.9. The 2000–2010 mean partitioning ration annual cycle over Europe, error bars 
represent ± 1 standard deviation. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, 
MATRIX-ISORROPIA II is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 
 
2.4 Conclusions 
In this work, we used a collection of surface measurements and flight campaigns over the 
USA and Europe from 2000–2010 to study the regional and vertical distribution of secondary 
inorganic aerosols and their precursors under different aerosol configurations of the GISS 
ModelE2. In the USA sulfate aerosol dominate the near-surface SIA composition, but over ERP 
the nitrate aerosol contribution is comparable in mass. 
We compare the behavior of SIA concentrations in high (EUSA, ERP) and low (WUSA) 
aerosol precursor source regions, as the relative contribution of different sectors generates 
different chemical regimes. We observe a systematic underestimation of near-surface 
concentrations in the EUSA and ERP compared to the surface network measurements: 35% for 
nitrate, 30% for ammonium, and 20% for sulfate. However, despite the negative bias, all three 
simulations have high correlation coefficients (R > 0.5) when compared against surface data. In 




the WUSA, the results for sulfate and nitrate are different in sign; sulfate is biased high (12%) 
with R = 0.43, while nitrate is biased low (80%) with no correlation between the simulations and 
the measurements (R < 0.1). The low correlation is also driven by the difficulty of the model to 
capture the annual cycle of the species. 
Microphysics has improved the sulfate simulation, as the MATRIX scheme yields 
consistently both at the surface and in the vertical, higher sulfate concentrations, due to smaller 
particles having longer lifetimes compared to OMA, the bulk scheme (4.2 days against 3.2 days). 
For ammonium nitrate simulations there is an additional level of complexity in the form of 
accurate thermodynamics, which is sensitive both to the precursors and to environmental 
parameters such as temperature and humidity. Since we have performed nudged simulations, 
they do not show big differences in temperature and RH, so the differences between the 
simulations are expected to be dominated by the thermodynamical scheme and not the 
underlying meteorological parameters. In terms of precursors, NH3 is slightly overestimated, as 
indicated by surface measurements over ERP in Fig. 2.5 and TexAQS and CALNEX campaigns 
in Fig. 2.A3. HNO3 is underestimated at the surface but overestimated at higher levels, and 
including heterogeneous reactions on dust surfaces decreases the overestimation. A more 
complex version of MATRIX (that currently does not exist) should include heterogeneous uptake 
on dust. Overall, aerosol mass is consistently underestimated both at surface and in the boundary 
layer. 
In our sensitivity runs, increasing NH3 emissions results in NH3 overestimation; however, 
it improves our simulated HNO3 profiles. When more NH3 is available, it reacts with HNO3 to 
form ammonium nitrate, resolving underestimations in the aerosol phase. Hence, the partitioning 




of NHx which strongly affects the partitioning of XNO3 is not accurately simulated in the model. 
[Aan de Brugh et al., 2012] identified an overestimation of gas phase precursors during daytime 
(equivalent to summer) and an overestimation of aerosol phase species during nighttime 
(equivalent to winter), and found it to be related to the timescale of vertical mixing against the 
timescale of thermodynamic equilibrium. This relationship was not analyzed here, since it 
requires high temporal resolution model output. 
An examination of aerosol pH (not presented here) indicated a pH range from 1 to 2 over 
ERP. This range was recently identified by [Weber et al., 2016] as a buffering pH zone where 
partitioning of ammonium nitrate between the gas and aerosol phases is sensitive. Thus, ions 
which affect pH might play an important role in nitrate formation. Hence, taking into 
consideration crustal and sea salt ions could affect our thermodynamics and partitioning in 
regions where these ions are abundant, as [Karydis et al., 2016] demonstrated. However, these 
are currently tracked as bulk dust and sea salt aerosols in the model. In addition to tracking Na+, 
Cl−, etc. separately, we would need to consider the different timescales of the thermodynamics 
associated with aerosol size distribution. In the future, we plan to investigate the influence of pH 
on the results in more detail. 
In this paper, we have demonstrated the importance of size-resolved sulfate chemistry. 
However, currently we treat nitrate as bulk, as it is computationally expensive to add 15 nitrate 
tracers. Perhaps underestimation of nitrate is not only a matter of thermodynamics but 
microphysics as well, and that properly resolving the size distribution and considering the 
chemistry that depends on that would improve our simulations. 






Figure 2.A1. The 2000–2010 HNO3 mean annual cycle over EUSA, error bars represent ± 1 
standard deviation. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, MATRIX-
ISORROPIA II is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 
 










Figure 2.A2. Mean regional concentration profiles. First column is SO4, second is NH4, third is 
HNO3, and fourth is NO3. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, MATRIX-
ISORROPIA II is in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 
 





Figure 2.A3. Mean regional concentration profiles. First column is SO4, second is NH4, and third 
is NO3. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-EQSAM is in red, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II is 
in green, and OMA-EQSAM is in blue. 





Figure 2.A4. Mean regional NH3 profiles from the TexAQS (upper panel) and CALNEX (lower 
panel) campaigns. Measurements are in orange, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II with regular 
emissions is in green, with double agricultural NH3 emissions is in purple, and with 5 times 
higher agricultural NH3 emissions in brown. 
 





Figure 2.A5. Mean regional HNO3 profiles from the Arctic, EUSA, and WUSA. Measurements 
are in orange, MATRIX-ISORROPIA II with regular emissions is in green, with double 
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The interactive global fire module pyrE 
Abstract 
Fires affect the composition of the atmosphere and Earth’s radiation balance by emitting 
a suite of reactive gases and particles. An interactive fire module in an Earth System Model 
(ESM) allows us to study the natural and anthropogenic drivers, feedbacks, and interactions of 
open fires. To do so, we have developed pyrE, the NASA GISS interactive fire emissions module. 
The pyrE module is driven by environmental variables like flammability and cloud-to-ground 
lightning, calculated by the GISS ModelE ESM, and parameterized anthropogenic impacts based 
on population density data. Fire emissions are generated from the actual flaming phase in pyrE 
(fire count), not the scar left behind (burned area), as is commonly done in other interactive fire 
modules. Using pyrE, we examine fire behavior, regional fire suppression, burned area, fire 
emissions, and how it all affects atmospheric composition. To do so, we evaluate pyrE by 
comparing it to satellite-based datasets of fire count, burned area, fire emissions, and aerosol 
optical depth (AOD). We demonstrate pyrE’s ability to simulate the daily and seasonal cycles of 




open fires and resulting emissions. Though fire emissions of the eight emitted species are lower 
by 35-60% compared to GFED4s inventory, the impact on atmospheric composition is minor. 
AOD simulated with interactive fire emissions is within 4% of the prescribed fires’ AOD. 
3.1 Introduction 
Open biomass burning (BB), the outdoor combustion of organic material in the form of 
vegetation, occurs on every continent, with the exception of Antarctica, at a scale observable 
from space. Open BB is perceived as a natural ecological process that has been modulating the 
carbon cycle for more than 420 million years [Scott and Glasspool, 2006]. However, in practice, 
BB has been mediated by human activities for more than 100,000 years [Bowman et al., 2009, 
2011; Archibald et al., 2012]. Bellouin et al. (2008) estimated that at present, only about 20% of 
fires, compared to preindustrial times, are natural. Andreae (1991) estimated that in the tropics, 
where 84% of fire emissions occur [van der Werf et al., 2017], only 10% of fires are natural. In 
the USA, government records show that 84% of fires are started by humans [Balch et al., 2017]. 
Humans affect fires directly through ignition and suppression, and indirectly through man-made 
changes to land surfaces and climate. According to Hantson et al. (2015), land-use practices are 
the most important driver of human-fire interactions.  
BB regimes are often classified based on ecosystem type like boreal, temperate, and 
tropical forests, savanna and grassland, peat land, and agricultural fires [Ichoku et al., 2012]. 
However, fire characteristics also vary between geographic regions of the same ecosystem type; 
for example, boreal fires in Russia have very different intensity, efficiency, and emissions than 
boreal fires in Canada [Wooster and Zhang, 2004]. Ichoku et al. (2008) suggested an energy-




based classification of open BB indicating fire intensity, similar to hurricanes, using the radiative 
power of satellite-retrieved fires. Globally, satellite retrievals show that on average about 350 
Mha are burned annually [Giglio et al., 2013; Chuvieco et al., 2016], about 4% of the global 
vegetated area [Randerson et al., 2012], an area similar to that of India. African fires contribute 
about 70% to the global total burned area (BA), with about equal contributions from Northern 
Hemisphere Africa (NHAF, Fig. 3.1) and Southern Hemisphere Africa (SHAF). The most 
flammable ecosystem, globally and specifically in Africa, is the savanna [Ichoku et al., 2008; 
Randerson et al., 2012; Giglio et al., 2013], which in the tropics (23.5° N - 23.5° S) alone is 
responsible for 62% (1341 TgC a-1) of global carbon emissions (2200 TgC a-1) [van der Werf et 
al., 2017]. Australian bushfires (grass and shrub) and South American savanna fires are the third 
and fourth largest regional contributors, with BAs of about 50 Mha and 20 Mha annually, 
respectively. Globally, Randerson et al. (2012) estimated an additional contribution of 120 Mha 
from small fires. The thermal anomalies used to identify those fires, which are mostly associated 
with agricultural fires, are below the detection limit of satellite-retrieved surface reflectance, and 
come with large uncertainties. Regionally, small fires can have a significant contribution to BA. 
By adding the contribution of small fires, burned area increases in Equatorial Asia (EQAS) by 
157%, in Central America (CEAM) by 143%, and in Southeast Asia (SEAS) by 90% [Randerson 
et al., 2012]. This highlights the regional importance of small agricultural fires to regional fire 
activity. Forest fires, including small fires, contribute about 17 Mha annually to global BA, and 
are dominant in Temperate North America (TENA), Boreal North America (BONA), Boreal 
Asia (BOAS) and EQAS. 





BONA Boreal North America 
TENA Temperate North America 
CEAM Central America 
NHSA Northern Hemisphere South America 
SHSA Southern Hemisphere South America 
EURO Europe 
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NHAF Northern Hemisphere Africa 
SHAF Southern Hemisphere Africa 
BOAS Boreal Asia 
CEAS Central Asia 
SEAS Southeast Asia 
EQAS Equatorial Asia 
AUST Australia and New Zealand 
 
Figure 3.1. GFED basis regions regrided to the resolution of ModelE2.1 of 2° in latitude by 2.5° 
in longitude. 
BB can exist when three conditions are met: fuel is available, fuel is combustible, and 
ignition sources are present [Schoennagel et al., 2004]. The coincidence of these conditions is 
seasonal, making open BB an inherently seasonal phenomenon. The peak month and duration of 
fire season are coupled to the seasonal cycle in precipitation, especially in the tropics [Giglio et 
al., 2006; Hantson et al., 2017b]. In North America, most fires occur over the plains of the 
Midwest and Southeast from early spring to summer where they peak in June-July. Those 
anthropogenic fires are ignited as a mean of agricultural land clearing. Similarly, around the 
summer months forest fires are common along the Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Nevada 
mountain range, the Pacific Northwest, and Boreal Canada and Alaska. Forest fires are either 



















accident, as a by-product of the expansion of urban life to the wildland interface [Moritz et al., 
2014; Fischer et al., 2016; Radeloff et al., 2018], or ignited by lightning [Díaz-Avalos et al., 
2001]. In Central America there is a south-to-north migration of fire activity, which follows the 
dry season. Savanna burning in Colombia and Venezuela takes place between January-April, 
followed by a May-August burning in Mexico. In South America most of the burning takes place 
in the grasslands of southeast Brazil, set by ranchers for land management practices, from June 
to mid-October [Dwyer et al., 2000]. In Europe and Eurasia the BB season is from April to 
September, with peaks in May, July and August. From April through August, farmers in the 
breadbasket of Eurasia, from the Black Sea to Lake Baikal, start fires to clear the land and burn 
crop residue. Siberian boreal fires, which are mostly lightning-ignited, peak in July-August 
[Dwyer et al., 2000]. Around the same time Mediterranean fires peak. Trends in population 
density like land abandonment and shrub encroachment, fuel the Mediterranean fires [Butsic et 
al., 2015]. In NHAF the burning season is from November to March, which peaks in December-
January [Giglio et al., 2013]. Then, the shift in the dry season to the Southern hemisphere 
dictates the SHAF burning season from May to October, starting in the northwest and 
progressing to the southeast [Giglio et al., 2006]. Fires are mostly set on purpose to clear land of 
crop residue and parasites, create firebreaks around settlements, and initiate regrowth of 
vegetation [Dwyer et al., 2000]. In SEAS the fire season, driven by land management, starts in 
January and ends in early April, dictated by the monsoon circulation. BB in eastern Asia, mainly 
crop field residue, occurs between May-August. In EQAS burning occurs between August and 
November. In Australia, most fires occur in the grasslands of the Northern Territories, starting in 
the west and progressing to the east from May to December. Additionally, minor fire activity 
occurs between January and March in Southern Australia. The Southern Hemisphere BB activity 




is particularly sensitive to natural modes of variability like El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 
[Buchholz et al., 2018]. During an El Niño year regional BB emissions can be up to two times 
higher than their regional average level, due to increased fire activity in tropical rainforests [van 
der Werf, 2004; Andela and Werf, 2014; Field et al., 2016; Whitburn et al., 2016].  
Although BB emissions have high spatiotemporal variability, their impact on atmospheric 
composition is significant [Crutzen et al., 1979; Seiler and Crutzen, 1980; Crutzen and Andreae, 
1990]. BB emissions impact air quality [Johnston et al., 2012, 2014, 2016; Bauer et al., 2019], 
and climate [Ward et al., 2012; Lasslop et al., 2019]. Emitted pollutants include ozone 
precursors like methane (~49 Tg a-1), carbon monoxide (~820 Tg a-1), and NOx (mostly emitted 
as NO, ~19 Tg a-1) [Andreae, 2019]; the latter two are also deleterious for health on their own. In 
addition to gaseous pollutants, BB emits particulate matter (a total of ~85 Tg a-1) like primary 
emitted black carbon (~5 Tg a-1) and organic aerosols (OA) (~36 Tg a-1), as well as precursors of 
brown carbon, and secondary organic and inorganic aerosols like non-methane volatile organic 
compounds (NMVOC, ~58 Tg a-1), ammonia (~9.9 Tg a-1), sulfur dioxide (~6 Tg a-1), and NOx 
[Andreae, 2019]. Exposure to these pollutants at high concentrations or for a long period of time 
can compromise the cardiorespiratory system and lead to death [Lelieveld et al., 2015]. These 
pollutants, along with BB-emitted greenhouse gases (GHGs) like carbon dioxide (CO2; ~13,900 
Tg a-1) and nitrous oxide (N2O; ~1.38 Tg a-1), interact with radiation, directly and indirectly. 
Fires are a net source of carbon dioxide only where vegetation regrowth is inhibited, i.e. in 
deforested areas; otherwise BB is not viewed as a source of CO2 but as “fast respiration” [van 
der Werf et al., 2017]. Absorbing black and brown carbon [Lack et al., 2012; Lack and 
Langridge, 2013; Laskin et al., 2015], and reflecting primary and secondary organic and 




inorganic aerosols interact with solar radiation directly by scattering and absorbing radiation, and 
indirectly by modifying clouds. The radiative properties of particles and their hygroscopicity are 
also influenced by their mixing state [Bauer and Menon, 2012]. For example, when black carbon 
(BC) is coated it becomes even more absorbing per unit mass [Bond and Bergstrom, 2006]. 
There is evidence that smoke plumes can suppress or invigorate precipitation [Feingold et al., 
2001; Andreae et al., 2004; Tosca et al., 2015]. Aerosols impact cloud height and cover by 
modifying the heat profile of the atmosphere and increasing the number of cloud condensation 
nuclei. There are large uncertainties associated with aerosols’ impact on climate. Modeling 
studies suggest that the aerosol effects from BB emissions overrides the BB-GHG effect to a net 
negative radiative forcing [Mao et al., 2013], with the indirect effect of clouds dominating the 
forcing [Ward et al., 2012]. The present day BB forcing is estimated at -0.5-(-0.1)±0.05 W m-2 
[ Ward et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2016; Landry and Matthews, 2016; Lasslop et 
al., 2019].  
The quantification of speciated BB emissions is challenging due to the fact that no one 
fire is the same as another [Ito and Penner, 2005]. The composition of the resulting smoke plume 
depends on the fuel type, burning conditions (i.e. flaming or smoldering), fuel consumption, and 
on background chemistry. More complete combustion has a higher fraction of oxidized species 
(e.g. CO2 and NOx) while smoldering fires release more reduced species (e.g. CO, NH3, 
NMVOCs). Thus, emissions in different regions contribute different amounts of pollutants; 
Indonesia, for example, is responsible for 8% of global carbon fire emissions, but 23% of 
methane fire emissions [van der Werf et al., 2017]. Emissions are sensitive to season and region. 
Even within one region, like a boreal forest, emissions from crown fires differ from those from 




ground fires. The amount of fuel consumed by a fire is highly variable and depends on fuel load, 
density, moisture, vegetation type, and on environmental factors such as wind speed, soil 
moisture and soil composition. Additional challenges relate to external forcing like insect 
herbivority, mammal grazing, and manmade land fragmentation and deforestation [Schultz et al., 
2008]. The quantification of BB emissions has an even bigger importance during preindustrial 
times, where fire emission are identified as the largest source of uncertainty for aerosol loading 
in Earth system models [Hamilton et al., 2018]. It is a key quantity needed for quantifying the 
unperturbed-from-humans background conditions of the atmosphere [Carslaw et al., 2013].  
Traditionally, fires are included in climate models using emission inventories [Lamarque 
et al., 2010; van der Werf et al., 2010, 2017; van Marle et al., 2017]. Some models have the 
ability to simulate fire emissions interactively with a varying level of complexity [Thonicke et al., 
2001; Arora and Boer, 2005; Pechony and Shindell, 2009; Li et al., 2012; Lasslop et al., 2014; 
Hantson et al., 2016; Mangeon et al., 2016; Rabin et al., 2017; Zou et al., 2019]. On the one end 
of the spectrum, there are statistically-based models, and on the other end there are detailed 
empirical and physical process-based models. Statistical models are skilled at making predictions 
based on present-day relationships between climate and fire (their training data). Process-based 
models encapsulate the complex feedbacks within the climate system at various levels. They 
combine physical processes such as fuel condition, cloud-to-ground lightning ignitions, and 
wind-driven fire expansion. Some models also include simplified empirical relationships of 
anthropogenic ignition and suppression, which, at present, are not understood in a dynamic 
process level. Though less accurate than observational datasets, when trying to simulate 
individual fire events, fire models provide the unique advantage of linking the atmosphere, 




biosphere and hydrosphere in a consistent way, a crucial step when studying Earth System 
interactions. They are also able to predict fire during climate periods for which we have no 
observational data available (e.g. preindustrial and future).  
State-of-the-art process-based fire models are well equipped to study the feedbacks 
between the climate system and fires [Hantson et al., 2016]. However, there is indication that 
they lack accurate predictive capabilities, as they only partly capture trends in present day 
observations. For example, satellite products show a global decrease in burned area from about 
500 Mha a-1 in 1997 to 400 Mha a-1 in 2013, a trend which fire models do not capture [Andela et 
al., 2017]. This trend is mostly driven by land fragmentation and grazing practices over African 
savanna, highlighting the challenge of fire models to account for the combined changes in 
climate, vegetation and socio-economic drivers [Forkel et al., 2019].  
In this paper we present a new global fire module, pyrE, based on an improved scheme of 
[Pechony and Shindell, 2009, 2010] with new, state-of-the-art, capabilities. The pyrE module is 
process-based, as it includes the two basic parameters of fuel availability and combustibility, 
which are used to calculate fire count. It utilizes empirical relationships with population density 
to account for the anthropogenic impact on fire ignition and suppression. However, unlike other 
fire models where fire suppression is applied uniformly across all regions [Rabin et al., 2017], in 
pyrE fire suppression depends both on population density and region. Additionally, pyrE uses 
fire count to derive emissions, and is therefore more directly connected to the actual fires, in 
contrast to other fire models that use BA, a measure more indicative of fire’s effect on the 
landscape. The fire module is part of the NASA GISS ModelE Earth System model, ModelE2.1 
(an updated version based on Schmidt et al. (2014)), and is described below.  




3.2 Model description 
pyrE, from the Greek word for fire (pyr), is a global fire module within GISS ModelE. It 
incorporates the fire count parameterization of Pechony and Shindell (2009, 2010), with the 
addition of fire spread and BA, following the Community Land Model’s (CLM) approach [Li et 
al., 2012]. The module is a collection of physical processes like flammability, natural and 
accidental ignition, suppression, fire spread, and fire emissions (Fig. 3.2). The climate model 
input required includes surface temperature, surface relative humidity (RH), precipitation, 
surface wind speed, vegetation density and type, cloud-to-ground lightning frequency and 
population density. Like many fire modules it lacks explicit intentional ignition (e.g. crop, 
deforestation) and peat fires. 
Figure 3.2. Structure of the fire parameterization of pyrE. Processes related to atmospheric 
properties in blue, surface properties in green, ignition and suppression in yellow and gray, and 
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Flammability is a parameter that indicates conditions favorable for fire occurrence 
[Pechony and Shindell, 2009, 2010]. It is a unit-less number that ranges between zero and one, 
and is calculated using vapor pressure deficit (!"#), monthly-accumulated precipitation, and 
vegetation density (!").  
!"#, an indicator of drought [Seager et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2015], is calculated via 
the Goff-Gratch equation [Goff and Gratch, 1946; Goff, 1957] using the saturation vapor 
pressure !!  and surface relative humidity (!"):  
!"# = !! 1− !"!""  (1) 
Where !!" = 1013.245 !"  is the saturation vapor pressure at the boiling point of water 
and !! = !!"10! !  depends on temperature ! : 
! ! = ! !!! − 1 + ! ⋅ log
!!
! + ! 10
! !!!!! − 1 + ! 10!
!!
! !! − 1  (2) 
With the coefficients: ! = −7.90298; ! = 5.02808; ! = −1.3816 ⋅ 10!!;! =
11.344; ! = 8.1328 ⋅ 10!!;ℎ = −3.49149  [Goff and Gratch, 1946], and !! = 373.16 °!  
(water boiling point temperature). 
The precipitation dependence of flammability is in the form of an inverse exponential 
(Following [Keetch and Byram, 1968]):  
! ! = exp −!!!  (3) 




Where ! is the surface rain rate in mm per day and !! = 2 !"#/!!  is an empirical 
constant [Pechony and Shindell, 2009].  
Vegetation density (!") is taken as the normalized leaf area index (LAI) in the land 
fraction of a grid cell, varying between 0 for no vegetation and 1 for dense vegetation.  
We modified the original calculation proposed by [Pechony and Shindell, 2009] by 
calculating flammability only for the fraction of the model’s grid cell that is not burned from 
previous fires. The flammability ! at a time step ! in a grid cell (!, !) is: 
! ! = 10! ! ! !,! 1− !" ! !,!!"" !" ! !,! 1−
!" ! !",
!!!,!
exp −!!! ! !,!  (4) 
Where !!!,! is the total land area (LA) in the grid cell (!, !). 
3.2.2 Ignition 
Natural and anthropogenic ignition varies in space and time, and is necessary for the 
calculation of fire count. If ignition is zero, the resulting fire count will be zero, independent of 
flammability. Natural ignition is in the form of cloud-to-ground lightning frequency, which is 
interactively calculated in ModelE2.1 [Price and Rind, 1992, 1993]. The parameterization of 
anthropogenic ignition follows Venevsky et al. (2002) and is based on the assumption that in 
sparsely populated regions people interact more with the natural environment, thus increasing the 
potential for ignition. The parameterization uses population density data and empirical scaling 
factors, as described by Pechony and Shindell (2009), and does not include intentional ignition. 
The number of anthropogenic accidental ignitions per km2 per month is:  




!! = ! !" !"# (5) 
Where PD is the population density; ! !" = 6.8!!!!.!  represents the varying 
anthropogenic ignition potentials as a function of population density; ! = 0.03 is the number of 
potential ignitions per person per month. Coefficients are taken following Pechony and Shindell 
(2009) and Mangeon et al. (2016) which utilized correlation calculations done by Venevsky et al. 
(2002). 
3.2.3 Suppression 
A first-order approximation of the impact of population density on explicit fire 
suppression was proposed by Pechony and Shindell (2009). According to that parameterization, 
more fires are suppressed in densely populated areas compared to sparsely populated areas, 
regardless of ignition source. Specifically, suppression varies from 5% to 95% of fires. However, 
fire management is a region-specific practice, which depends on cultural norms and economic 
capabilities. For example, fire suppression in the United States of America (USA) is much more 
aggressive than most regions in the world. In the Middle East vegetation is sparse, and is mostly 
near centers of human population for agricultural purposes. Natural ignition is almost inexistent 
and most fires are controlled by human activities, which make the impact of suppression stronger. 
Fire suppression for open BB is not commonly practiced in most parts of Africa. In some regions 
of Africa, fires are used as a tool to clear land for agriculture and to prevent savanna overgrowth 
and the spread of pests. Hence, we improved the simplistic approach suggested by Pechony and 
Shindell (2009), guided by the results presented in section 3.5.1.1. We use the complement of the 
fraction of suppressed fires that is the fraction of non-suppressed fires, !!": 





0.2exp (−0.05!"), !"# !"# !"#$
1, !"#$%!
0.05+ 0.9exp (−0.05!"), !"#$%ℎ!"!
 (6) 
Similarly to Pechony and Shindell (2009), constant values are selected in a heuristic 
manner, due to the lack of appropriate global data. 
3.2.4 Fire count 
Fire count is a key metric as it is used to drive burned area and fire emissions in pyrE. 
The number of fires in a time step per km2 is calculated as the product of flammability, sum of 
natural and anthropogenic ignition, and suppression [Pechony and Shindell, 2009] (Fig. 3.2): 
!!"#$ ! !,! = ! ! !,! ⋅ !! ! !,! + !! ! !,! ⋅ !!" ! !,! (7) 
3.2.5 Burned area (BA) 
We adopted the process-based approach of Li et al. (2012) to calculate fire spread and 
burned area. The burned area in grid cell !, !  at a model time step ! is the product of fire count 
and the weighted average over plant functional types of the area burned by one fire:  
!!!,! = !!"#$ ! !,! ⋅ !!,!,! ⋅ !!,!,!!  (8) 
Where !!,!,! is the fractional area covered by plant functional type v, and the burned area 
of a single fire !!,!,! is assumed to have an elliptical shape (Fig. 3.3) with the wind speed, surface 
relative humidity, and vegetation type controlling the eccentricity of the ellipsoid (based on van 
Wagner (1969)):  















Figure 3.3. Approximation of a single fire spread. Based on van Wagner (1969) and Arora and 
Boer (2005). 
 
Where !"# is the rate of fire spread, !" is the length-to-breadth ratio, and !" is the 
head-to-breadth ratio. The stronger the wind, the more eccentric the ellipse, i.e. the bigger the 
length-to-breadth ratio: 
!" = 1+ 10 ⋅ 1− exp −0.06!  (10) 
Where ! is the surface wind speed in m s-1. 
Strong winds also increase the head to back ratio; the ratio of the downwind spread 
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!" = !"! !!!!!!"! !!!!! (11) 
The rate of spread (ROS) of a fire is a function of vegetation type, wind speed, and 
atmospheric and soil moisture: 
!"# = !"#!"# ⋅ !" ⋅ !!" ⋅ !! (12) 
!"#!"# is the maximum fire spread rate. Following Li et al. (2012), we set it to 0.2 m s-1 
for grasses, 0.17 m s-1 for shrubs, 0.15 m s-1 for needle leaf trees, and 0.11 m s-1 for other trees. 
Li et al. (2012) estimated the fire spread coefficients to be on the lower range of observed ROS, 
but are yet higher than the global value of 0.13 m s-1 suggested by Arora and Boer (2005).   
The limit of the fire spread is set by: 
!" = !!!!! !!!
!0 (13) 
Where !0 = !!!!!"#!!!!!!"# ≈ 0.05 
!!" , !! are the dependencies of fire spread on RH and root zone soil moisture: 
!!" =
1 !" ≤ !!!"#
!!!"!!"
!!!"!!!!"#
!!!"# < !" < !!!"
0 !" ≥ !!!"
 (14) 
Following Li et al. (2012), we set !"!"# = 30%,!!!" = 70%  and !! = 0.5  as 
ModelE2.1 does not simulate prognostic root zone soil moisture. 





Trace gas and aerosol emissions are calculated using biome (v) and chemical specie (s) 
specific emission factors !!!,! . The emissions per grid cell !, !  of specie ! at a model time 
step ! are calculated by:  
!!,!,! ! = !!"#$ ! !,! ⋅ !!!,! ⋅ !!,!,!!  (15) 
Where !!,!,! !  is the emissions flux rate in kg m-2 s-1, !!"#$ ! !,! are the fire count, !!!,! 
are the emission factors, and !! is the fractional area of that biome in the grid cell. 
Emission factors describe the biome-specific speciated mass (in kg) of the smoke, 
normalized per fire (Table 3.1). Emission factors were calculated offline using ModelE2.1 biome 
types, annual mean global MODIS Terra fire count, and GFED4s emissions from the period of 
2003-2009. Our technique, known as multivariate curve fitting, matched the emissions within the 
natural biome fraction of the grid cell with the respective fire count. We correlated GFED4s 
emissions with MODIS fire count as a function of the fraction of modeled biome types in a grid 
cell and calculated different emission factors per biome type. 
3.2.7 Implementation within ModelE 
ModelE2.1 can be used with either GFED4s prescribed fire emissions or interactive pyrE 
emissions. The pyrE module generates emissions at every model time step with ESM-simulated 
climate as a driver. Flammability is calculated only in the fraction of grid cells with natural 
vegetation. It is driven by the simulated surface RH, surface temperature, monthly accumulated 




precipitation, and LAI. LAI is calculated by Ent [Kim et al., 2015], the Terrestrial Biosphere 
Model component of ModelE2.1, and is currently derived from 2005 MODIS LAI data [Tian et 
al., 2002a, 2002b]. Cloud-to-ground lightning, calculated by ModelE2.1, is used as the natural 
ignition source. Most ESMs have low skill in reproducing flash rate distributions [Murray, 2016], 
and the GISS model is no exception. A qualitative comparison with the World Wide Lightning 
Location Network (WWLN) (not presented here) showed that modeled cloud-to-ground 
lightning, which makes up only about 30% of total lightning, is bias-high in ModelE2.1. We 
decided to use a simple scaling factor of 0.1 in the calculation of natural ignition to better match 
observed flash rates, as improving the lightning parameterization is beyond the scope of this 
study. Gridded population density (PD) that drives both anthropogenic ignition and fire 
suppression is based on historical data for years prior to 2010 [Klein Goldewijk et al., 2010], and 
on future projections (not used in this study) for years past 2010. PD has a time resolution of 10 
years and is interpolated in between.  
The modeling approach presented in this paper provides a good reproduction of the 
seasonality compared to satellite retrievals (see Results section). However, the simulated 
magnitude of fire count and burned area was too small compared to satellite retrievals and 
required the use of a scaling factor, a common practice among other fire models [Pfeifer et al., 
2013; Knorr et al., 2014; Hantson et al., 2016; Mangeon et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2019]. To 
calibrate the global modeled fire count to MODIS retrievals, we used a global scaling factor of 
30 for all fire count. A similar approach was taken by Pechony and Shindell (2009). We scaled 
burned area by a factor of 250 to reach the magnitude of GFED4s. Nevertheless, even with this 
large correction factor, burned area has a very minor impact on fire count and fire emissions as it 




accounts for a small fraction of the grid cell that is able to burn. 
Table 3.1 Fire emission factors for the different biome types in ModelE2.1. Factors are in units 
of kg per fire per biome in the grid cell. For organic and black carbon units kg is substituted with 
kg of carbon. 
 
Biome Type CO NOx SO2 NH3 Alkenes Paraffin OC BC 
Cold Broadleaf 113392 1529 555 2101 106 69.8 3437 767 
Deciduous 
Needle leaf 481485 1559 4168 10722 422 373 36753 1844 
Drought 
Broadleaf 230829 4835 1687 2340 214 108 10667 1382 
Evergreen 
Broadleaf 249906 4905 1438 2847 220 102 10941 1434 
Evergreen 
Needle leaf 146622 1197 972 2277 137 89.1 6537 821 
Cold Shrub 105936 241 878 2006 104 72.1 6562 357 
Arid Shrub 39268 1009 262 378 36.6 18.5 1479 238 
C3 Annual 
Grass 26761 690 147 313 25.1 13.9 728 173 
C3 Arctic 
Grass 251702 1094 2315 5065 489 226 15551 1159 
C3 Perennial 
Grass 41043 908 270 438 38.8 20.7 1504 257 
C4 Grass 117577 3152 795 1196 110 57 4339 726 
 
3.3 Model configuration 
We used ModelE2.1 with a spatial resolution of 2° in latitude by 2.5° in longitude, 40 
vertical layers and a model top at 0.1 hPa. The vegetation component of ModelE2.1 is the Ent 
Terrestrial Biosphere Model (Ent TBM), which is coupled with the land use/land cover data in 
the model [Kim et al., 2015]. Ent prescribes leaf area index (LAI) for 14 plant functional types 
(presented in Table 1) derived from MODIS 2005 data (cover and biome types [Friedl et al., 
2010]; LAI [Tian et al., 2002a, 2002b]), historical crop cover [Pongratz et al., 2008], and 




vegetation heights from [Simard et al., 2011].  
In this study we show results from runs of ModelE2.1 coupled to the aerosol 
microphysical scheme MATRIX (Multiconfiguration Aerosol TRacker of mIXing state) [Bauer 
et al., 2008]. MATRIX simulates aerosol formation, condensation and coagulation, calculates the 
size distribution of aerosols and tracks their mixing state. Sea salt, dust, and dimethyl sulfide 
(DMS) emissions were calculated interactively, driven by the simulated climate, while other 
natural and anthropogenic fluxes, except for fires, were prescribed from the CEDS (Community 
Emissions Data System) inventory [Hoesly et al., 2018].  
In the following, we will present a simulation with pyrE turned on, generating interactive 
fire emissions, and a simulation with pyrE turned off, using prescribed 2005 climatological 
GFED4s emissions instead. Also, we will discuss sensitivity studies using two simulations where 
pyrE generates interactive fire emissions but suppression is changed from a global 
parameterization to a regional one. Prescribed climatological monthly varying mean (1996-2004) 
sea surface temperature and sea ice thickness and extent were used as boundary conditions 
[Rayner et al., 2003]. 
3.4 Reference datasets 
The data below are based on a composite of level 3 Aqua and Terra Moderate-resolution 
Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) Collection 5.1 data [Giglio et al., 2003b; Giglio, 2013], 
unless otherwise stated. Aqua and Terra are sun-synchronous, near-polar orbiting satellites with a 
global continuous record of more than 15 years; Aqua was launched in May 2002 and Terra in 
December 1999. Aqua’s overpass time is 1:30AM and 1:30PM local, and Terra’s overpass time 




10:30AM and 10:30PM local, and their period is between one to two days. All reference data 
used in this study are interpolated and re-gridded to the resolution of ModelE2.1. 
3.4.1 Fire count 
To detect fires, MODIS uses brightness temperatures (thermal anomaly) derived from 
two channels. Channel 31, that saturates at 400° K, and either channel 21, that saturates at 500° 
K, or channel 22, that saturates at 331° K. Channel 22 is preferred over 21 as it has a higher 
signal to noise ratio, but when it saturates, or has missing data, channel 21 is used [Justice et al., 
2002; Giglio et al., 2006]. 
In our study we used the monthly cloud-corrected fire count (CloudCorrFirePix) climate 
model grid data (MYD14CMH, MOD14CMH). The spatial resolution of the data is 0.5°. Static, 
persistent hot spots are excluded from this product [Giglio, 2013]. Because of its non-uniform 
spatial and temporal sampling, raw MODIS data are biased high at high latitudes [Giglio et al., 
2003a, 2006]. The product we used is corrected for the multiple satellite overpasses, the missing 
data, and variable cloud cover. Cloud cover hinders MODIS retrievals. The fire count in the 
product we used is normalized to the fraction of cloud cover in a pixel. In highly cloudy pixels, 
the product is set to zero. The local time of retrieval matters for fire detection, as fires are driven 
by the daily cycle in solar heating. The largest number of fire count is detected during daytime, 
with an order of magnitude difference between daytime fire count detections and nighttime fire 
count detections [Ichoku et al., 2008]. Thus, differences are evident between the Aqua and Terra 
retrievals. This motivated us to use data from the two satellites in our analysis. We calculate and 
utilize climatological monthly means from the period 2003-2016. 




3.4.2 Burned area 
We used burned area from the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 4s that 
includes small fires [van der Werf et al., 2010, 2017; Randerson et al., 2012; Giglio et al., 2013]. 
The GFED4s inventory is based on multi-sensor MODIS data, involving both reflectance and 
thermal anomalies measurements from Aqua and Terra. MODIS detects burned area using the 
650 nm, 1200 nm, and 2100 nm reflectance bands. Retrievals must be free from cloud 
contamination and free from active fires within the 500 m MODIS grid cell. First, to generate the 
GFED4s data, MODIS burned area collection 5.1 data (MCD64A1 product) are aggregated to a 
0.25° grid. Then, burned area from small fires is added. The burned area of small fires is 
statistically estimated using active fire count detected by MODIS (a composite of both Aqua and 
Terra). Both the ratio and correction factor are estimated each year as a function of region, 
season, and vegetation type [Randerson et al., 2012; van der Werf et al., 2017]. Due to the 
projection of the MODIS reflectance product over the thermal anomaly one, some resampling 
errors occur. To partially correct this error, region-specific factors ranging from 0.88 in Africa to 
1.12 in boreal Asia are applied. In this study we use climatological monthly means of burned 
area from the period 2003-2016. 
3.4.3 Biomass burning emission inventory 
GFED4s emissions are derived from the multiplication of burned area and fuel 
consumption [van der Werf et al., 2010, 2017]. As such, they have the same spatial and temporal 
resolution as burned area, of 0.25° by 0.25° and a month. Fuel consumption is calculated using 
an estimation of fuel loss and combustion completeness, which are calculated using MODIS-




based metrics such as differences in normalized burned area (dNBR), normalized vegetation 
index (NDVI), and land surface temperature (LST). These metrics inform about changes in green 
vegetation, canopy and soil water, and landscape charring. The satellite-based data are used as 
input to the Carnegie–Ames–Stanford Approach (CASA) biogeochemical model [Randerson et 
al., 1996] to calculate the dry matter burned. Then, emission factors [Andreae and Marlet, 2001; 
Akagi et al., 2011] are applied to convert the dry matter burned to biome-specific speciated gas 
and aerosol phase emissions. Kaiser et al. (2012) and Pan et al. (2015) showed that there are 
regional biases in older versions of GFED; being especially biased low in the Southern 
Hemisphere compared to AERONET aerosol optical depth (AOD). Whether the recent 
improvements in GFED4s reconcile these biases is still uncertain. In order to eliminate the strong 
interannual BB variability, our analysis used GFED4s mean climatological data of 1995-2015.  
3.4.4 Fire regions 
The analysis we present below is based on the widely used fire regions (Fig. 3.1) as 
defined by GFED [Giglio et al., 2006; van der Werf et al., 2006]. The regions are defined based 
on climate and fire regimes, and are widely used as basis regions for global fire studies. 
3.4.5 Aerosol optical depth 
The impact of fire emissions on atmospheric composition is investigated by comparing 
monthly Aqua and Terra MODIS retrievals of AOD at 550nm [Remer et al., 2005; Platnick et 
al., 2015]. AOD describes the entire atmospheric column-integrated extinction of aerosols. 
MODIS AOD data are a useful tool in the study of simulated BB plumes [Voulgarakis and Field, 
2015; Johnson et al., 2016; Bauer et al., 2019]. The AOD data we used has a 1° spatial 




resolution. The monthly mean data (MYD08_M3 and MOD08_M3 products) have been 
averaged over the period 2003–2007 to create monthly climatologies centered around the year 
2005. The AOD product we use includes improvements made via the Dark Target algorithm 
[Kaufman et al., 1997], which was developed particularly for retrievals over dark vegetated 
surfaces [Wei et al., 2019]. However, the algorithm fails at retrieving valid AOD data over bright 
surfaces like desert areas [Levy et al., 2013], which we discard. Here we use collection 6.1 data. 
3.5 Results and discussion 
3.5.1 Fire count 
3.5.1.1 Regional suppression 
First we want to demonstrate how the parameterization with regionally-dependent fire 
suppression improves the simulation of fire count compared to the original simplified global fire 
suppression proposed by Pechony and Shindell (2009)  (Fig. 3.4). Our goal was to improve the 
fire parameterization in regions where the seasonality was captured in timing but not in 
magnitude. We propose regional modifications to Africa (NHAF, SHAF), a region that drives 
global fire activity, and had a distinct mismatch in fire count compared to satellite retrievals. 
Originally, over NHAF the fire seasonality was too flat, while over SHAF it matched MODIS-
Terra, but was orders of magnitude smaller than MODIS-Aqua. Since fire suppression for open 
BB is not commonly practiced in rural Africa, eliminating it over NHAF and SHAF helped 
resolve the seasonal cycle (Fig. 3.4 and equation 6). The two other regions we modified are 
TENA and Middle East (MIDE). Over both of those regions the simulated fire seasonality was 




too strong. Increasing fire suppression over MIDE and TENA greatly improved our simulations 
compared to MODIS retrievals. 
The pyrE module is skilled to capture the fire seasonality in regions identified by Forkel 
et al. (2017) as controlled by temperature and wetness (climate controls), like Southern 
Hemisphere South America (SHSA) (Fig. 3.A1). However, there are regions that our 
parameterization does not simulate well, mainly due to the fact that the fire activity there is 
driven by land use practices and intentional fire ignitions, which pyrE does not resolve. For 
example, in TENA we are missing the spring peak of agricultural fires. Similarly, over Europe 
and Boreal Asia (Fig. 3.A1) we are missing the winter and spring fires associated with 
intentional ignition [Dwyer et al., 2000; Ganteaume et al., 2013]. Other regions where the 
seasonality is not well captured, likely due to the fact that it is driven by intentional ignitions, 
include Central America, Northern Hemisphere South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia, 
and Equatorial Asia. Over Australia, the model captures neither the magnitude nor the timing of 
the BB seasonality. This is in part due to the model’s poor performance of the simulated cloud-
to-ground lightning ignitions in that region (not shown). 
In all simulations going forward we used the regional suppression scheme.  





Figure 3.4: Seasonality of total fire count for NHAF (top left), SHAF (top right), TENA (bottom 
left) and MIDE (bottom right) observed by MODIS Aqua (red) and Terra (orange) and simulated 
with explicit regional suppression (blue) and generic global suppression parameterization (green); 
equation 6. Error bars represent the range over 10-year climatological simulations. Note that 
TERRA and AQUA have different overpass times, and the model data presented here are 
monthly means. Also, note the different scale in each panel. 
3.5.1.2 Daily cycle 
We looked at the fire count daily cycle to see if it can explain the differences between 
Aqua, Terra, and the model. The monthly mean fire count detected by Aqua and Terra is 




expected to be different due to their different overpass times. In Fig. 3.5, pyrE simulates a 
distinct daily cycle in fire count in different locations. The simulated daily cycle is most strongly 
controlled by the daily cycle in flammability (not presented here), matching the daily solar cycle. 
pyrE’s ability to resolve a daily cycle of fire activity highlights the dynamic nature of a process-
based fire model. 
 
Figure 3.5: Daily mean cycle in fire count (FC, blue line) and daily mean (black line) at 4 
locations during the month of January. The daytime overpass times of Terra (10:30am) and Aqua 
(13:30pm) are marked with a red star. Error bars represent the range during the month. Note the 
different scale in each panel. 
 




Using 30-minute simulation output, we sampled all surface grid cells at the daytime 
overpass time of MODIS Terra, 10:30am local time, and MODIS Aqua, 1:30pm local time. We 
focused on the daytime overpass time of Terra and Aqua since about 95% of fire count 
detections occur then [Ichoku et al., 2008]. Our results in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 indicate that, 
globally, simulated fire count sampled at daytime overpass is bias-high compared to MODIS 
retrievals from the respective satellite, for much of the year. On a global annual mean, the model 
sampled in daytime Terra overpass time is higher than MODIS Terra fire count by 45%, while 
the model sampled in daytime Aqua overpass time is higher than MODIS Aqua fire count by 
13%. However, this behavior differs by region and maximizes in NH sub-Saharan Africa and SH 
central Africa. The simulated fire count is bias-low compared to MODIS retrievals along the 
coast of west Africa, in eastern southeast Asia and Australia. The implications of these findings 
are that even though the simulated monthly mean fire count is in the range of Terra and Aqua 
(Fig. 3.4, 3.A1), the simulated fire count is in fact higher than MODIS retrievals. Considering 
that the actual number of fire count is likely higher than the number retrieved by MODIS, as 
cloud contamination is decreasing its detection efficiency, it is conceivable that a model weakly 
high-biased compare to the satellite retrievals is realistic. All results presented later were not 
sampled according to a satellite overpass time, but instead were averaged over the whole length 









Figure 3.6: Global seasonality of total fire count (FC) by MODIS Aqua (red) and Terra (orange) 
and simulated by the model: monthly mean (blue), monthly mean sampled at the daytime Terra 
overpass time (green), and sampled at the daytime Aqua overpass time (purple). Error bars 
represent the 10-year range in the simulation. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Annual mean model (left) and MODIS (right) fire count. Modeled annual mean is 
based on an ensemble of 10 simulations. Simulated fires sampled at the daytime Terra overpass 
time, 10:30am local time (upper) and daytime Aqua overpass time, 1:30pm local time (lower). 
MODIS fire count is based on MODIS Terra (upper) and MODIS Aqua (lower) from 2003-2016. 




3.5.2 Burned area 
The simulated burned area is bias-low compared to the GFED4s inventory (Fig. 3.8, 
3.A2). The total annual simulated burned area (10-year climatological mean) is 30.9 Mha while 
GFED4s burned area (mean of 2003-2016) is 38.1 Mha. However, this behavior is region-
specific. The simulated burned area is lower compared to GFED4s over northern hemisphere 
Africa, particularly in November-December, over central and equatorial Asia, and over Australia. 
The simulated burned area (Fig. 3.8, 3.A2) reflects the spatial distribution and seasonality of 
simulated fire count (Fig. 3.8, 3.A1). GFED4s burned area and MODIS fire count do not always 
have the same seasonality, for example during October-December. During this season the 
satellite-retrieved fires produce a higher burned area relative to other seasons. The fire activity 
driving this behavior occurs in the savanna of sub-Saharan Africa, and northern hemisphere 
South America. In those regions and time of the year the normalized mean bias of modeled 
burned area is at least twice the size of the normalized mean bias of fire count, e.g. in NHAF a 
bias of 8 for burned area and 1-4 for fire count, depending on the MODIS satellite. This implies 
that for every fire modeled in these regions and season a smaller area is simulated to burn 
compared to the reference datasets. 
Why is the burned area per fire relationship in simulations much weaker than it is in the 
reference datasets? Two contributing factors are: biome fraction and simulated wind. The 
prescribed biome distribution present in the model is rudimentary; it is comprised of 11 
flammable vegetation types (Table 3.1). As for surface winds, the simulated wind patterns 
driving burned area are averaged over a coarse grid cell (2°x2.5°). Simulated wind does not 
represent sub-grid scale processes and is not fueled by the fire’s energy, which is likely 




contributing to an underestimation of the spread of burned area. However, though wind directly 
impacts burned area, it does not play a major role in the distribution of simulated fires, since 
burned area itself has a minor impact on fires due to its small percentage in a grid cell. At most 
burned area reaches less than 18% of the naturally vegetated fraction of a grid cell, and is on 
average less than 1%.  
3.5.3 Emissions 
Due to the intricate processes involved in burned area spread, most fire models struggle 
to reproduce the observed trend [Andela et al., 2017] and seasonality [Hantson et al., 2017a] of 
burned area. A more direct approach would be to use fire count, similar to the approach of 
Pechony and Shindell (2009, 2010) and Pechony et al. (2013).  
The main source regions for fire emissions are NHAF, EQAS, SHSA, and SHAF. 
Emissions are well simulated over SHSA and SHAF (Fig. 3.A3-3.A5), both in terms of timing of 
the seasonality and in magnitude. The main regions where simulated emissions are lower than 
GFED4s are sub-Saharan Africa and Indonesia (Fig. 3.8) . However, more generally, simulated 
gaseous and particulate emissions are lower than GFED4s emissions globally (Table 3.2). This 
behavior is most prominent in sub-Saharan east Africa and in EQAS, mainly in Indonesia (Fig. 
3.8). To a lesser degree, simulated fire emissions are also weaker compared to GFED4s in the 
boreal regions (Fig. 3.A3-3.A5). The contribution from these regions to the global total is an 
order of magnitude smaller compared to the main source regions. 





Figure 3.8: Annual mean model (left) and satellite based (right) fire count (upper), burned area 
(middle), and CO emissions (lower). Modeled annual mean is based on an ensemble of 10 
simulations. Satellite detected fire count are based on MODIS Aqua for 2003-2016, burned area 
is based on GFED4s 2003-2016, and CO emissions are based on climatological GFED4s 
emissions interpolated using 1995-2005, 2005-2010 for 2005. 
 
Of the emitted species, organic aerosol emissions are the weakest compared to GFED4s 
(Table 3.2). Organic aerosol emissions are even lower than GFED4s in SHSA, an area where CO 
and black carbon are well simulated. Generally, black carbon emissions are better simulated 




compared to other emitted species, having the lowest bias of all gas and particle phase emissions 
(Table 3.2). This highlights the fact that model skill cannot be easily evaluated by one metric.  
The behavior of simulated emissions compared to GFED4s (negative bias of 35-60%) is 
much stronger than the behavior of simulated fire count, which is bias-low by 31% compared to 
Aqua, and bias high by 46% compared to Terra. The weaker emissions are responding to the 
following inputs: LAI, biome cover, offline emissions factors, and lack of crop and peat fires. 
The LAI in Ent, ModelE’s DGVM, is based on 2005 MODIS retrievals. Though we cannot 
estimate the role that the lack of interactive LAI plays, it is certainly not optimal, neither for fire 
count simulation, nor for fire emissions that are derived from these fire count. Unlike fire count, 
fire emissions are strongly tied to the map of biome types. The offline emission factors are based 
on biome types, and the interactive emissions themselves are applied according to the sub-grid 
biome distribution. The prescribed biome distribution present in the model might be different 
than reality, and those differences affect emissions. In the model, the biome types in areas where 
emissions are higher than GFED4s there is a high percentage (>50%) of evergreen broadleaf 
trees (Amazon, central Africa), cold broadleaf trees (northeast America, Europe), and drought 
broadleaf trees (central Africa and northern India). In EQAS, a region with simulated emissions 
lower than GFED4s, close to 100% of the prescribed biome is evergreen broadleaf trees, which 
in reality is replaced by crops. The bias-low emissions in EQAS are very likely tied to the lack of 
prescribed peat biome. In areas where emissions are lower than GFED4s the modeled biome 
types are mainly (>50%) c4 grass (sub-Saharan Africa, Australia), deciduous needle leaf trees 
(boreal regions), and arid shrubs (S Africa, Australia). The emission factors that generate fire 
emissions are derived using multivariate statistical analysis. Though we used seven full years 




(2003-2009) of data to derive the factors, it might have generated biases in emissions. Areas that 
burn annually are properly sampled, but areas that have a fire cycle that is longer than a seven 
year might be biased high or low, depending on whether they were included in the training 
dataset or not. Also, crop and peat fires are not explicitly included in the simulated emissions, as 
intentional ignition is not parameterized in pyrE. Specifically, fires are not applied to the crop 
faction of a grid cell, and peat surfaces are not included in the biome types. However, our 
method of deriving the offline emission factors uses MODIS fire count and GFED4s emissions, 
and does not distinguish between intentional and accidental fires. Hence, intentional fires are 
indirectly accounted for in the global sum.   
3.5.4 Composition 
3.5.4.1 Column load 
In order to quantify how the model skill changes with the inclusion of pyrE in the model 
instead of prescribed emission inventory data, we compare a simulation with interactive fires to a 
simulation with prescribed BB sources. Though emissions are mostly bias-low compared to 
GFED4s, this behavior is less evident in the column density (Fig. 3.9). The simulation with 
interactive fires has lower column densities than the simulation with prescribed emissions (Table 
3.2) ranging from -6.8-0.52% for gaseous species, -8.8% for black carbon and -25% for organic 
aerosol. However, the column densities are only partly driven by fire emissions, as those make 
up less than 35% of total emitted species, including CO, organic aerosol, and black carbon 
emissions. Non-emissions production-and-loss mechanisms can have a significant impact on 
column loads. The difference in column densities between the two simulations is greatest over 




west and southwest Africa, and over Indonesia. The behavior is region-specific, and some 
regions like central Africa and northern hemisphere South America have higher column densities 
compared to the simulation with prescribed emissions. The differences between the two 
simulations are more prominent for organic aerosol than any of the other species (Fig. 3.9), while 
the differences in the spatial distribution of CO are marginal. 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Modeled annual mean column density using pyrE fire emissions (left), and the 
difference in column densities with a simulation using offline GFED4s emissions (pyrE – 








3.5.4.2 Aerosol optical depth (AOD) 
In Fig. 3.10 we compare climatologically-simulated clear-sky AOD with MODIS AOD 
(Aqua) for January, April, July, and October. The conclusions from Terra products are similar to 
Aqua’s, and will not be presented here, for brevity. In a regional perspective, simulated AOD is 
able to reproduce the seasonality and spatial distribution of MODIS-retrieved pollution over west 
and central Africa, east and southeast Asia, and the Arabian sea. The simulations of ModelE2.1 
has higher AOD compared to MODIS over the tropical eastern Pacific, an artifact due to the 
model’s skill in simulating stratocumulus cloud decks, which have been improved in a newer 
version of the ESM (ModelE3).  
Model performance as a function of interactive versus offline fire emissions is similar in 
terms of AOD (Fig. 3.11). Both simulations have persistently lower (0-30%) AODs over central 
Africa and central South America compared to MODIS. The two locations with an outstanding 
difference in performance between the simulations are over a small area (Kalimantan) in 
Indonesia during October and in central sub-Saharan Africa in January. Over EQAS in October 
the simulation with prescribed fires has an AOD of ~0.3 while the simulation with pyrE has an 
AOD of ~0.18. AOD in this region is sensitive to peat fires, which are not included in ModelE, 
strongly impacting pyrE’s results. In January over central sub-Saharan Africa the simulation with 
pyrE has AOD values (NHAF regional mean of 0.27) closer to MODIS (NHAF regional mean of 
0.2) than a simulation with prescribed fire emissions (NHAF regional mean of 0.33). Globally, 
mean AOD simulated with interactive fire emissions is only 4% smaller than mean AOD 
simulated with prescribed fire emissions. The fact that pyrE has a marginal performance in 
climatological runs when compared against a simulation using the more accurate offline 




emissions is a strong indication that it is a robust module that can be used with confidence at 
time periods where offline emissions are not available. 
Table 3.2: Total fire emissions and global mean column loads of fire emitted species. 
 
Species Variable pyrE GFED4s Bias [%] 
CO 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 2.05E+02 3.51E+02 -41.60 
Column Load [kg m-2] 7.18E-04 7.71E-04 -6.87 
OA 
Emissions [TgC a-1] 8.98 2.29E+01 -60.80 
Column Load [kg m-2] 1.22E-06 1.63E-06 -25.20 
BC 
Emissions [TgC a-1] 1.20 1.84 -34.80 
Column Load [kg m-2] 1.65E-07 1.81E-07 -8.84 
NOx 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 4.12 6.76 -39.10 
Column Load [kg m-2] 5.93E-07 5.91E-07 0.33 
NH3 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 2.32 4.15 -44.10 
Column Load [kg m-2] 2.16E-07 2.23E-07 -3.14 
SO2 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 1.29 2.25 -42.70 
Column Load [kg m-2] 2.67E-06 2.69E-06 -0.74 
Alkenes 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 1.86E-01 3.18E-01 -41.50 
Column Load [kg m-2] 5.73E-08 5.70E-08 0.52 
Paraffin 
Emissions [Tg a-1] 9.39E-02 1.65E-01 -43.10 










Figure 3.10: Monthly modeled clear-sky aerosol optical depth (AOD) simulated using pyrE fire 
emissions (left), and detected by Aqua-MODIS (right). January (first row), April (second row), 
July (third row), and October (last row). Monthly mean simulated AOD is based on an ensemble 
of 10 simulations, and climatologically monthly MODIS AOD is based on 2003-2007 data. 

















Figure 3.11: The difference in monthly modeled clear-sky aerosol optical depth (AOD) and 
MODIS Aqua (model – satellite). Model simulations using pyrE fire emissions (left) and model 
simulations offline GFED4s emissions (right). January (first row), April (second row), July (third 
row), and October (last row). The difference is based on an ensemble of 10 simulations and 














Finally, we demonstrate the contribution of BB emissions to total clear-sky AOD by 
comparing the simulations with both prescribed and interactive fire emissions to a simulation 
that has no fire emissions at all (Fig. 3.12). In the simulation with no fire emissions, clear sky 
AOD is on average 4.1% lower than it is in a simulation with prescribed fire emissions, and 5.7% 
lower than it is in a simulation with interactive fire emissions. The impact of BB emissions on 
AOD is most pronounced in the source regions of Africa and the Amazon. In those regions the 
difference in AOD varies between 0.15-0.3. It is important to note that the differences in AOD 
are not only due to impact of BB emissions, but also reflect climate variability, which impacts 
aerosol lifetime and interactive dust emissions. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: The difference in annual modeled clear-sky aerosol optical depth (AOD) between a 
simulation with no fire emissions to a simulation using pyrE fire emissions (left), and a 
simulation with offline GFED4s emissions (right). The difference (model with no fire emissions 
– model with fire emissions) is based on an ensemble of 10 simulations. 
 
3.6 Conclusions 
The development of pyrE, allowed us for the first time to interactively simulate climate 
and fire activity with GISS-ModelE2.1. The pyrE module, which is based on a the fire 
parameterizations of Pechony and Shindell (2009), was expanded to include fire spread and 
burned area, following the approach of Li et al. (2012). This study set out to simulate the 




climatology of fires, and not individual fire events. Like only a few other fire models [Zou et al., 
2019], pyrE was developed with consideration of regional behavior. The new fire suppression 
scheme depends on population density, but also on geographic regions. The new scheme reflects 
more intense fire suppression in the USA and Middle East, and revokes fire suppression in 
Africa, which improved the fire count seasonality simulated by pyrE compared to satellite 
retrievals. Fire count seasonality is well simulated in the fire source regions: the Amazon, SH 
Africa, and NH Africa, with the exception of being bias-low compared to MODIS during 
November-December. This is due to the lack in parameterization of intentional ignitions and 
agricultural fires. The new scheme provides an improvement compared to Pechony and Shindell 
(2009), and is up-to-date with modern emission inventories. Future improvements should focus 
on intentional ignition which reduced model performance over many regions including 
equatorial Asia, Southeast Asia, and Central America. Over Australia, the negative bias is also 
due to the poorly simulated natural cloud to ground lightning ignition. Considering the overpass 
time of satellite retrievals, the negative bias might actually be a bit less negative, while positive 
biases might be bigger. It is hard to determine the absolute degree or direction of bias, given the 
fact that MODIS satellite retrievals are inherently underestimating the true fire distribution due 
to missing data when clouds are present.  
The regional model skill of fire count was also demonstrated in the simulated burned area. 
While some regions like boreal North America, and southern hemisphere Africa are well 
simulated, there are regions where burned area is higher than GFED4s. This includes boreal Asia, 
northern hemisphere south America, and less active fire regions like the Middle East and Europe. 
In Australia and sub-Saharan and West Africa in November-December lower simulated fire 




count translates to lower burned area compared to MODIS and GFED4s. Though the seasonality 
of simulated burned area reflects that of simulated fire count, the bias of burned area compared 
to GFED4s data is at least double that of fire count. Burned area is a quantity that most fire 
models struggle with. Wind speed, a driver of burned area, is averaged over a coarse grid cell, 
with no feedback from fire heat and energy, which can be a contributing factor to the lower 
simulated burned area values. The prescribed rudimentary biome types of the model are a 
simplified version of the real world and thus can be a source of additional uncertainty. Also, the 
biome types only include grasses, shrubs, and trees, and it lacks peat, a major biome type known 
to dominate Indonesian fires. Finally, the rate of spread of burned area, a function of the burning 
vegetation type, that pyrE and other fire models use is on the lower end of field observations. A 
higher rate of spread could help to both override the scaling factor used for burned area, and to 
reduce the negative bias compared to GFED4s.  
Unlike other fire models, fire emissions in pyrE are driven directly by fires instead of 
burned area. Emissions are based on online fire count calculations and offline emission factors 
derived as described in section 3.2.6. In contrast to the fact that simulated fire count are bias-high 
compared to MODIS, fire emissions are bias-low compared to GFED4s. The only region where 
fire emissions are distinctly bias-high is over NH South America. Model performance is good 
over the Southern hemisphere, with the exception of Australia, a region with an order of 
magnitude lower fire emissions compared to GFED4s. The bias of fire count compared to 
MODIS in Australia and in sub-Saharan Africa during November-December propagates to 
emissions. The emission factors, which were calculated offline using MODIS fire count and 
GFED4s fire emissions and were applied based on the prescribed biome types of the model, have 




their own limitations. They are based on a training dataset of seven years, which would introduce 
biases in regions where fire cycle is longer than seven years. Also, they rely on the modeled 
biome type, enhancing the emissions dependency on the prescribed biome type and the lack of 
peat. Emission factors do not distinguish between intentional and accidental fires, thus they 
indirectly account for all fire emissions, which reduce existing biases, although the regional 
distribution of them will not match the locations of intentional fires, unless natural vegetation 
burning occurs in the vicinity.  
Less emissions compared to GFED4s means lower column densities and lower AOD 
when comparing a simulation with interactive fires to one with prescribed fires. However, as 
these quantities depend on climate feedbacks including processes other than fire, e.g. additional 
emission sources, precipitation, deposition, transport, and chemistry, the differences between the 
two simulations dilute and become very small. 
The work presented here highlights that timing matters just as much as magnitude. This is 
true for fire distribution, emissions, and atmospheric composition. Timing is also the reason why 
intentional ignition was excluded from pyrE. Intentional ignition, namely land clearing and 
agricultural fires, depend on region and crop specific planting and harvesting times. To include it 
would require crop functionality in ModelE, which was not present during the time of our 
development. Further future development should focus on the inclusion of intentional ignition 
and agricultural fires which are seasonal in nature, derived from crop planting and land clearing 
times. This addition could perhaps override the global scaling factors applied to fire count and 
burned area. The use of scaling factors is a common practice among fire models, and should be 
carefully and transparently documented. Also, improving the prescribed biome types, especially 




the addition of peat is imperative when studying fires. Peat exists as well outside of tropical Asia. 
There are immense reservoirs of peat in Africa [Dargie et al., 2017], as well as the boreal regions, 
where it used to be trapped under permafrost. Peat will likely become an even bigger source of 
fire emissions in the future. Improvement of the cloud to ground lightning parameterization may 
also prove useful, as changes to natural ignition will likely have significant impacts on 
Australian and boreal fire emissions. Finally, almost no fire models include fire energy. However, 
given that the heat component of fires interact with the climate system, and can also be used to 
derive more accurate emissions (as demonstrated by Ichoku and Ellison (2014)), it is worthwhile 































Figure 3.A1: Seasonality of total fire count (FC) detected by MODIS Aqua (red) and Terra 
(orange) and simulated (blue) in all GFED regions (Figure 3.1). Error bars represent the 10-year 
range in the simulations. Note the different scale in each panel. 





Figure 3.A2: Seasonality of total burned area; simulated (blue) and reported by GFED4s (red) in 
GFED regions. Error bars represent the 10-year range in the simulations. Note the different scale 
in each panel. 





Figure 3.A3: Seasonality of total fire CO emissions; simulated (blue) and reported by GFED4s 
(red) in GFED regions. Error bars represent the 10-year range in the simulations. Note the 
different scale in each panel. 





Figure 3.A4: Seasonality of total fire OA emissions; simulated (blue) and reported by GFED4s 
(red) in all GFED regions. Error bars represent the 10-year range in the simulations. Note the 
different scale in each panel. 





Figure 3.A5: Seasonality of total fire BC emissions; simulated (blue) and reported by GFED4s 
(red) in all GFED regions. Error bars represent the 10-year range in the simulations. Note the 
different scale in each panel. 
 





Global health impacts of open burning from the 1950s 
to the 2050s 
Abstract 
Exposure to outdoor pollution from open burning is a growing health concern driven by 
agricultural, wildland and waste management practices, as well as population growth and climate 
change. Adverse health impacts are caused by exposure to particles with a diameter smaller than 
2.5 micrometers (PM2.5), and noxious gases such as ozone, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxide, 
all abundantly present in biomass and waste burning smoke. Using a climate-chemistry model 
together with a health model we provide estimates for the 1950s, 2015, and 2050s premature 
deaths from exposure to the air pollution driven by open burning. We take into account chronic 
exposure to PM2.5 as well as acute exposure to gaseous chemicals. Chronic exposure to PM2.5 is 
the main driver of premature deaths until 2015; however, our results indicate that specifically for 
biomass burning, by the 2050s acute exposure to gaseous chemicals will kill more people than 
chronic exposure to PM2.5. For biomass burning we estimate 310,000 premature deaths at present 
day, while for the 2050s we calculate 390,000 premature deaths globally, of which 44% are in 
China and India. For waste burning, we estimate 840,000 premature deaths at present day, more 
than 4 times higher than previously estimated. For the 2050s we calculate 1.5 million premature 




deaths caused by waste burning, 82% of which occurring in China and India. Our results 
demonstrate the need to scale up viable waste management practices in regions of rapid 
population growth. 
4.1 Introduction 
Humans practice open burning all over the world. Fire is ignited intentionally to dispose 
of domestic and agricultural waste, and to clear landscapes [Archibald et al., 2009; Christian et 
al., 2010; Balch et al., 2017]. Civilizations restrict fire spread through cattle grazing, land 
fragmentation and urbanization [Andela et al., 2017]. Even wildfires in remote areas are driven 
by the effects of human-caused climate change; namely increased cloud-to-ground lightning and 
drought conditions [Abatzoglou and Williams, 2016; Veraverbeke et al., 2017; Holden et al., 
2018; Mariani et al., 2018]. Open burning also directly affects humans, through air pollution 
health impacts [Johnston et al., 2012, 2014, 2016]. Smoke from open burning affects air quality 
locally and regionally [Kollanus et al., 2016; Munoz-Alpizar et al., 2017; McClure and Jaffe, 
2018; Mead et al., 2018]. The spatial scale of smoke plumes depends on fuel load and local and 
regional meteorology [Beegum et al., 2009; Darbyshire et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018].  
Amounts and composition of emissions are a function of fuel type and burning conditions. 
More complete (flaming) combustion is characterized by a higher fraction of oxidized species 
(e.g. carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides), while smoldering fire releases a higher fraction of reduced 
species (e.g. carbon monoxide, ammonia, non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC)) 
[Andreae and Merlet, 2001; Akagi et al., 2011; Yokelson et al., 2013]. Resulting chemical 
products depend on the processing of background chemistry with smoke, and are deleterious to 
human health [Rappold et al., 2011; Youssouf et al., 2014; Marlier et al., 2015; Reid et al., 




2016b; Bauer et al., 2019]. Air pollutants from fires consist of a mix of organic and inorganic 
particulate matter (PM) and gases such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, ammonia, sulfur 
dioxide, and, secondarily, ozone, a product of nitrogen oxides and carbon-containing organic 
compounds [Langmann et al., 2009; Christian et al., 2010; Wiedinmyer et al., 2014; van der 
Werf et al., 2017; Andreae, 2019]. Exposure to these pollutants compromises the immune system 
and leads to respiratory, allergic and cardiovascular diseases and have been associated with 
premature mortality [Cohen et al., 2006, 2017; Pope and Dockery, 2006; Anenberg et al., 2010; 
Silva et al., 2013; Lelieveld et al., 2015; West et al., 2016]. In addition, major economic costs are 
associated with air pollution; e.g. in Europe and USA [Fann et al., 2018; Giannadaki et al., 2018; 
Im et al., 2018]. 
To date, no global study had looked at the comprehensive health impacts of open burning. 
Most studies focused on biomass burning (BB), and only one looked at waste burning (WB) 
[Kodros et al., 2016]. Our approach is to examine both, alongside with the population 
distribution of 1950, 2015, and 2050. We use ModelE2.1 a climate model, which includes 
climate feedbacks between emissions, gas-phase chemistry, gas/aerosol partitioning, aerosol 
microphysics, and surface concentrations. We input the simulated surface concentrations of 
pollutants to the Economic and Health Valuation of Air Pollution (EVA) health model to 
calculate premature deaths. Our analysis follows that of Bauer et al. (2019), but on a global scale.  
 
 





4.2.1 Climate model 
ModelE2.1 (an updated version of ModelE2 [Schmidt et al., 2014]), the NASA GISS 
Earth system model, coupled to the size resolved aerosol microphysical scheme MATRIX 
(Multiconfiguration Aerosol TRacker of mIXing state) [Bauer et al., 2008] was used to calculate 
outdoor air pollution at the global scale. MATRIX provides a more accurate representation of 
mixing state compared to other aerosol modules. It resolves new particle formation, condensation 
and coagulation. ModelE2.1 also includes a full interactive chemistry scheme ([Shindell et al., 
2001, 2003] for the troposphere; [Shindell et al., 2006] for the stratosphere). The model’s 
resolution is 2° by 2.5° in latitude and longitude, with 40 vertical layers and a model top at 0.1 
hPa. In all simulations sea salt, dimethyl sulfide (DMS), isoprene and dust emissions are driven 
by the model’s simulated climate. 
4.2.2 Anthropogenic and natural emissions 
The emissions data used in our study is the benchmark among climate models for 
historical and future simulations. The 1950s and 2015 emissions are from the Community 
Emissions Data System (CEDS) used in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 
(CMIP6) inventory [Hoesly et al., 2018]. Future emissions and greenhouse gas concentrations 
follow the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways scenario 3 (SSP3) [O’Neill et al., 2016b; Riahi et al., 
2017], a core scenario for the Aerosols and Chemistry Model Intercomparison Project 
(AerChemMIP). SSP3 is a scenario of regional rivalry, challenges to mitigation and adaptation, 
and assumes high population growth in developing countries and low in industrialized countries. 




4.2.3 Biomass burning emissions 
For the satellite era CEDS emissions are based on the Global Fire Emissions Database 
version 4s (GFED4s) which includes all open fires with a burned area greater than 500 m2 [van 
der Werf et al., 2017]. For the historical period before 1997 the inventory is based on visibility 
records from weather stations, charcoal proxies, and emissions estimated from the FireMIP (Fire 
Model Intercomparison Project) project [van Marle et al., 2017]. Wildfires, landscape, 
deforestation, cropland and agricultural waste burning fires, all fall under this category. 
Agricultural waste burning, in reality is synonymous to crop residue burning and not 
anthropogenic waste, that could go to a landfill. 
4.2.4 Waste burning emissions 
WB includes domestic waste burned at individual residences and at dumps on a national 
level, and does not include indoor waste burning practices such as residential power generation, 
incinerators, or modern combustion systems [Wiedinmyer et al., 2014]. Though globally WB 
emissions are small compared to other sectors, regionally it can make up more than 20% of total 
emissions. The amount of waste burned per country is estimated using the mass of waste 
produced per capita, an assumption on the fraction of that waste that is able to burn, the national 
population, and an assumption on the fraction of that population that would burn some of their 
waste. The assumptions above are based on national income data, urban-rural fractions, and 
waste management practices as described in Wiedinmyer et al. (2014). 




4.2.5 Health model 
For exposure and health impacts calculation the EVA (Economic and Health Valuation of 
Air Pollution) model [Brandt et al., 2013b, 2013a; Geels et al., 2015; Im et al., 2018, 2019] was 
used. EVA calculates the health impacts of long term (chronic) exposure to PM2.5 and short term 
(acute) exposure to ozone, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxide. EVA is based on the impact-
pathway chain method used by [Friedrich and Bickel, 2001], where emissions, transport and 
chemical transformations, population exposure and health impacts interact. In this study EVA 
used population density data (historical for 1950 and 2015, and SSP3 projections for 2050), 
along with ModelE2.1 simulated annual mean surface PM2.5, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, 
and hourly surface ozone, as input for its exposure response functions (described in detail in 
Brandt et al. (2013a, 2013b) and Im et al. (2018)). Population density data were fragmented to 
fixed age intervals; babies (under 9 months), children (under 15 years old), adults (between 15 to 
65 years old), and elderly (over 65 years old), following data from the United Nations [United 
Nations, 2015]. EVA uses a linear approach to the relative risk per age group over a pollution 
threshold value. The threshold for health impacts used is 8.8 µg m-3 for PM2.5 (following 
Lelieveld et al. (2015)) and 35 ppb ozone, as is defined by the sum of Ozone Means Over 35 ppb 
(SOMO35) metric [European Environment Agency, 2017]. The output of the EVA model yields 
health impacts in terms of premature deaths and morbidity due to chronic and acute exposure. 
Premature death represents an average of 10.6 years of life lost (YOLL) [Brandt et al., 2013a]. 




4.2.6 Experimental configuration 
Three experiments were conducted: a base case with all emission sectors enabled, a case 
with BB emissions set to zero, and a case with both BB and WB emissions set to zero. In all 
three experiments we simulated the 10-year mean conditions for the 1950s, present day (2015) 
and the 2050s. For 1950 and 2015 boundary conditions of prescribed climatological monthly 
varying mean sea surface temperature and sea ice thickness and extent were used [Rayner et al., 
2003]. For 2050 the model was coupled to a mixed layer “Q-flux” ocean [Miller et al., 1983] 
driven by SSP3 greenhouse gases concentrations [O’Neill et al., 2016b; Riahi et al., 2017]. The 
resulting pollution levels in our simulations account for the response of the climate system to 
open burning smoke, which we separate to BB and WB contribution. 
4.3 Results and discussion  
We calculate the premature deaths from outdoor total air pollution (including natural and 
anthropogenic) for 2015 to be 7.1 million (7.1M) annually: 5M premature deaths from chronic 
exposure and 2.1M premature deaths from acute exposure. Our estimation is within the range of 
8.9M premature deaths (only from PM2.5) recently published by Burnett et al. (2018), and 
previous estimates by Lelieveld et al. (2015) and Cohen et al. (2017) for 2015 of 3M-4M 
premature deaths. Below we present our analysis for the past, present, and future which focuses 
on the health impacts of open burning. 
In the 1950s BB and WB smoke had much smaller health impacts than at present day 
(Table 4.1, Figure 4.1A,B). This is due to the fact that population was smaller, with the World’s 
population at less than 3 billion (3B) people compared to present day’s 7B. Also, less people 




mean less anthropogenic pollution, thus emissions and pollution levels themselves were lower. 
Of the two sectors, the 1950s BB emissions were at least an order of magnitude greater than WB 
emissions, and the majority of health impacts were due to BB smoke. We estimate a total of 
~41,000 and ~19,000 global premature deaths associated with BB and WB in the 1950s. The 
countries that had the highest premature deaths (Table 4.1) are a mix of European countries like 
Germany (BB), Italy (BB), the UK (WB), and Asian countries like Russia (BB), India (BB), 
Pakistan (WB), and China (BB). High rates were also calculated for the USA (BB) and regions 
in Africa of present day Nigeria (BB), and Democratic Republic of Congo (BB).  
For present day we calculate an increase in premature deaths of both sub categories of 
open burning compared to the 1950s. Along with population growth, BB emissions have globally 
increased, mostly due to intensified land clearing and agricultural practices. The increases in 
emissions are mainly over Southeast Asia, the Amazon and the Boreal regions, while sub-
Saharan Africa and east Southeast Asia show a decrease in emissions. However, the global 
increase in BB emissions has plateaued around the 1990s and are now showing a weak 
decreasing trend between the 1990s and present day (as detailed by Andela et al. (2017)). 
Domestic waste generation has also increased globally, along with the consumption of food and 
goods, while trash collection and management did not scale up [Ahmed and Ali, 2006], especially 
in Southeast and East Asia. If we look at the population-normalized premature deaths, there is a 
3-fold increase in the impact of BB pollution and almost 17-fold increase in the impact of WB in 
present day compared to the 1950s.  We estimate a total of ~310,000 premature deaths from BB 
smoke and ~840,000 premature deaths from WB smoke (Figure 4.1C,D) for present day. 
Premature deaths from WB surpassed BB, reflecting a population increase and a business-as-




usual waste management practices. The health impacts of BB smoke grew significantly in Asian 
countries such as China, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand, and Myanmar, and 
in African countries like Nigeria, Angola, and Democratic Republic of Congo (Table 4.1). WB 
smoke is causing extremely high premature death rates in Southeast Asia and China, and is 
emerging in other areas of dense population like Egypt and Mexico (Table 4.1).  
In a scenario that reflects present day trends like SSP3, consumption is material-
intensive, population continues to grow, and so do our estimated premature deaths associated 
with open burning. For the 2050s we estimate that premature deaths due to BB pollution will 
increase to ~390,000, while premature deaths from WB pollution will reach 1.5M (Figure 
4.1E,F). Densely populated countries, especially those projected to have low Gross Domestic 
Product growth, will be plagued by the health impacts of open burning if policy and regulations 
are not employed. Around 44% of BB premature deaths are in China and India, divided almost 
equally. Premature deaths in Indonesia, Congo, and Nigeria are high as well, with 8%, 9%, 9% 
of BB premature deaths, respectively. 47% and 35% of the WB premature deaths are projected to 
occur in China and India, respectively. Additional countries with more than 45,000 WB 
premature deaths are Pakistan, Bangladesh and Nigeria. 
Historically, chronic exposure to PM2.5 has been driving premature mortality (Figure 4.2, 
Table 4.1). Our estimates for the 1950s attribute 75% of WB premature deaths and 68% of BB 
premature deaths to chronic exposure to particulate matter. With a similar trend, for present day 
we estimate that 92% of WB premature deaths and 69% of BB premature deaths are due to 
chronic exposure to particulate matter. In 2050 almost all WB premature deaths are due to 
chronic exposure to PM2.5, while only 39% of BB premature deaths are due chronic exposure to 




PM2.5. The remaining 61% of BB premature deaths are due to acute, short-term exposure to 
ozone, carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide. 
Why is there a change in the drivers of future health impacts and why is it evident only 
with BB emissions? The answer lies in the physical and chemical nature of emissions, as well as 
the role that background chemistry plays. WB smoke is much richer in ammonia compared to 
BB, increasing its ability to form particulate matter through inorganic aerosol chemistry. 
However, with the exception of ammonia, BB still emits higher quantities, compared to WB, of 
primary PM2.5 and other aerosol precursors. The proximity of dense population to primary and 
secondary PM drives a very strong response to the chronic exposure of WB pollution compared 
to BB pollution. WB emissions occur where the background atmosphere is already polluted, and 
ozone production is saturated. BB emissions occur in less polluted areas where ozone production 
is limited by the availability of nitrogen oxides [Chameides et al., 1992]. In the future there is a 
projected increase in population downwind from BB smoke. This also drives the increase in 
background nitrogen oxides downwind, while BB emissions provide ample carbon monoxide for 
the formation of ozone. The combined effect of population and chemistry change will result in 
greater exposure to both secondary ozone and primary carbon monoxide.




Table 4.1: Premature deaths by country, divided by driver: long-term chronic exposure and short-term acute exposure. 
 
 
1950 2015 2050 
 
BB WB BB WB BB WB 
Country Chronic Acute Chronic Acute Chronic Acute Chronic Acute Chronic Acute Chronic Acute 
Bangladesh 669 38 109 6 10742 4836 23978 2616 5928 6117 67494 1800 
Brazil 3 6 0 2 2915 207 2262 1002 6175 820 8323 3645 
Canada 200 211 51 71 434 85 15 79 139 315 10 195 
China 3758 305 1958 12 49073 9270 510091 35218 57812 31932 713096 11476 
DR Congo 1415 506 3 3 12268 3677 242 11 26912 9386 4726 9 
Egypt 29 131 381 90 602 299 7995 320 11722 1934 23417 2684 
Germany 1702 392 2459 753 2427 1818 1148 473 728 212 231 636 
India 3716 786 3537 123 23378 18094 131407 15337 13587 70088 454012 54005 
Indonesia 0 13 0 4 9188 3281 6109 481 17386 13637 5551 1099 
Mexico 24 113 7 43 1745 1737 12433 914 6447 1521 18556 185 
Nigeria 2223 275 316 5 11065 3661 3131 279 17747 17741 45224 4965 
Sudan 465 81 5 3 1966 859 1577 59 95 1098 2464 1224 
Pakistan 390 57 1221 43 1946 2279 22385 2760 3486 8718 71196 2112 
Russia 1437 389 705 21 4198 2889 3964 450 2577 1416 672 2621 
Uganda 97 30 0 0 2935 738 299 7 10676 4211 2798 798 
UK 375 1477 1607 1849 244 189 319 308 0 483 0 904 
USA 5497 1463 1494 341 7164 2515 264 1420 1835 2945 51 3756 
Worldwide 28000 13200 14410 4890 215600 96400 777800 62200 154000 243000 1527100 22900 





Figure 4.1: Premature deaths due to biomass burning pollution (left column) and waste burning 
pollution (right column) for 1950 (upper), 2015 (middle), and 2050 (lower). Premature deaths 









































Figure 4.2: Premature deaths due to biomass burning pollution exposure: chronic minus acute in 
1950 (upper), 2015 (middle), and 2050 (lower). Regions in red reflect higher premature deaths 
from chronic exposure to particulate matter and regions in blue reflect higher premature deaths 











A sophisticated climate-chemistry model was used to estimate the health impacts from 
open burning via the EVA health model. The main metric for health impacts is premature death 
due to chronic exposure to particulate matter and acute exposure to noxious gases. We find that 
in the 1950s ~41,000 and ~19,000 people died annually due to exposure of BB and WB 
pollution. Not only did the number of annual mortalities grew in present day; ~310,000 
premature deaths for BB, ~840,000 premature deaths for WB; the fraction of the population 
affected by pollution grew by almost 3-fold and 17-fold, respectively. Following the SSP3 future 
emissions scenario, our simulations project a further increase in the health impacts from open 
burning by the 2050s with ~390,000 premature deaths from BB emissions and 1.5M premature 
deaths from WB emissions.  
The combination of emissions and background chemistry of open burning dictates 
whether health impacts are driven by chronic or acute exposure. Exposure to waste burning 
smoke is damaging mostly because of particulate matter, regardless of time period. Waste 
burning emissions are rich in particles and their precursors and occur near dense population 
centers. Historically, biomass burning has been damaging health mostly through a similar 
mechanism of chronic exposure to particulate matter. But in the future, acute exposure is 
projected to drive higher mortality rates compared to chronic exposure. Changes in the 
background chemistry will increase its ozone production potential, resulting in higher death rates 
downwind of BB sources. This has wide implications, from how people protect themselves from 
smoke, i.e. wearing breathing masks, using portable air purifiers, to an increasing strain on the 
health care system. 




The study underlines the fact that in a populous world more people are both creating and 
being exposed to open burning smoke. Our results highlight the need for policy with regard to 
land and waste management practices. The fact that waste burning surpassed biomass burning in 
premature deaths highlights the need to scale up waste treatment, especially in regions of rapid 
urbanization. Countries that are preoccupied with addressing internal rather than regional 
challenges, as is the assumption in our future scenario, should be motivated to provide special 





Summary and future directions 
5.1 Introduction 
Over a period of five years I developed, evaluated, and applied the NASA GISS ESM, 
ModelE. The body of research presented in this dissertation ties atmospheric composition and 
fire emissions to climate and health impacts by addressing the following science questions: 
• Chapter 2: What is the state of the three-dimensional distribution of secondary inorganic 
aerosols in ModelE?  
• Chapter 3: How accurately can fire emissions be simulated interactively?  
• Chapter 4: What are the health impacts of open fires? 
5.2 Secondary inorganic aerosols 
In Chapter 2, ten years of surface observations over the USA and Europe, as well as 14 
flight campaigns were used to evaluate the performance of different aerosol chemical modules in 
ModelE. Surface observations provided two dimensional information and high temporal 
coverage, while the flight campaigns provided three-dimensional information but a short-term 
coverage. It was demonstrated that ModelE systematically underestimates the vertical 
concentrations of nitrate, ammonium and sulfate aerosols. At the surface, ModelE simulates a 




similar behavior, with a negative bias of 35% for nitrate, 30% for ammonium, and 20% for 
sulfate over regions like Eastern USA and Europe and even a higher negative bias for nitrate 
over the Western USA (80%). ModelE was still able to capture the near-surface seasonality over 
the Eastern USA and Europe, which provided a relatively good correlation (R>0.5) against 
measurements. The simulated near-surface seasonality was well captured in part thanks to the 
addition of seasonality in agricultural ammonia emissions. It was evident from the results that the 
complexity of a chemical module doesn’t necessarily improve model skill. For sulfate, MATRIX, 
a microphysical scheme, did provide much better results compared to observations than OMA, a 
bulk aerosol mass scheme. But for ammonium nitrate, ISORROPIA, a thermodynamic 
equilibrium model, did not preform as well as EQSAM, a similar but simpler thermodynamic 
equilibrium model with approximated water activity.  
Future steps to improve the simulation of secondary inorganic aerosol concentrations 
would include both thermodynamical and microphysical aspects. In terms of thermodynamics, 
the inclusion of crustal and sea salt ions in the thermodynamical calculations could play a role in 
regions where the concentrations of dust and sea salt are high. Crustal and sea salt ions affect 
aerosol pH and the partitioning between the gas and the particulate phase. Taking these ions into 
consideration would require tracking of additional tracers, like Na+, Cl-, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+, 
which are currently treated as bulk sea salt and mineral dust. In terms of microphysics, only 
particles mixed with sulfate participate in the full microphysical calculations that include 
nucleation, condensation, coagulation, and calculation of aerosol size distribution. Nitrate and 
ammonium exist in MATRIX but depend on sulfate and are treated as bulk. Fully applying 




MATRIX to nitrate and ammonium, to calculate the microphysics per populations would provide 
a better representation of it and could improve model simulations. 
5.3 Fire modeling 
The biggest undertaking of this dissertation was Chapter 3; the development, evaluation 
and application of pyrE, a global interactive fire module that is now coupled to ModelE2.1. The 
module is based on a fire parameterization developed by [Pechony and Shindell, 2009], but 
incorporates new elements such as regional fire suppression, fire spread, burned area, and an 
updated parameterization for fire emissions. Satellite-based products including MODIS fire 
count, and GFED (version 4s, which includes small fires) burned area and emissions were 
extensively used in the model development and evaluation process. While the seasonality of 
simulated fire count and burned area was independently captured, a comparison with MODIS 
fire count and GFED4s burned area required a scaling in their magnitude, similar to other models. 
In addition to that, MODIS fire count and GFED4s emissions were used to derive speciated 
emission factors.  
Satellite products have their own limitations, stemming from their incomplete 
spatiotemporal coverage, sensor sensitivity and retrieval algorithms. In a comparison with 
satellite products, the simulated fire count initially seemed to be underestimated. Once the 
satellite overpass time was taken into consideration, it was evident that the simulated fire count 
in fact is overestimated compared to the satellite products. This behavior did not propagate to 
burned area or fire emissions. Like for fire count, burned area required a scaling factor, as it had 
a good seasonality but was underestimated in magnitude compared to GFED4s. While fire 




emissions of the eight BB-emitted species in ModelE were underestimated by 35-60% compared 
to GFED4s, the impact of fire emissions on atmospheric composition, including AOD, is minor, 
with interactive fires’ AOD within 4% of that calculated using the more accurate prescribed fire 
emissions. 
Fire count is the key metric of pyrE, as opposed to other fire models, where burned area, 
the product of fire rather than the active fire, drives fire emissions. When fire count is accurately 
simulated, emissions and atmospheric composition are also better simulated. Interactive fires 
provide comparable emissions to offline ones, and impact atmospheric composition just as well 
as offline GFED4s emissions do. Though additional work can be done to further develop pyrE, it 
is already a powerful tool in its current state, as demonstrated in this thesis.  
To date, a perfect fire model does not exist, as there are inherent challenges to fire 
modeling stemming from the direct anthropogenic interactions, i.e. ignition, suppression, land 
use and land cover changes. Human behavior does not follow any physical or natural law and 
thus its parameterization relies on empirical observations. To match simulations with satellite 
products and surface observations, parameter scaling is commonly used. Scaling is sometimes 
clearly reported and sometimes masked under overly complicated parameterizations and opaque 
or incomplete documentation. For pyrE, the fact that scaling exists motivates future work that 
could reduce it as much as possible. First, prognostic vegetation and leaf area index, a metric of 
vegetation density, needs to be included in the dynamic global vegetation model (DGVM), such 
that they respond to precipitation, drought and fire. An interactive DGVM would also allow pyrE 
to participate in the fire model intercomparison project (FireMIP), an evaluation framework that 
systematically examines state-of-the-art fire models [Rabin et al., 2017]. Second, improved 




cloud-to-ground lightning would assure a more realistic distribution of natural ignition. Third, 
parameterizing the fire energy generation could be used as an additional energy source in the 
ESM. This will affect circulation and convection patterns that will impact the boundary layer 
dynamics. Finally, the most drastic improvement for pyrE would be to add agricultural and peat 
fires in accordance with the crop-specific planting season. Adding agricultural fires is expected 
to improve the seasonality and the magnitude in many regions, and adding peat fires could 
increase the magnitude of emissions and improve fire’s representation at certain parts of the 
world, e.g. Indonesia. Even after these additions though, some inherent limitations would still 
exist, given the global scale of the model. The limitations include the averaging over a coarse 
grid cell, which results in smoothing of fire features, and the rudimentary biome types, which do 
not capture the real world biodiversity. Both of these issues can be improved by using a higher 
resolution model.  
Applications of the modeling framework presented here include radiative forcing of 
biomass burning emissions. The radiative forcing of biomass burning emissions is said to have a 
cooling effect on the climate, with aerosols impact overriding that of biomass burning GHG 
warming. The present day biomass burning forcing is estimated at -0.5-(-0.1)±0.05 W m-2 [Ward 
et al., 2012; Mao et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2016; Landry and Matthews, 2016; Lasslop et al., 
2019], with the indirect effect of clouds dominating the forcing. Future studies could use pyrE to 
investigate the climate impacts in preindustrial times, as observational data shows an increase in 
fire activity between 1700 and 1910, followed by a decrease going into present day [Ward et al., 
2018]. Preindustrial biomass burning had a large impact on climate, as fossil fuel emissions were 
weak. In fact, preindustrial fire emissions are identified as the largest source of uncertainty for 




aerosol load in Earth system modeling [Hamilton et al., 2018]. Additionally, given population 
density scenarios, the modeling framework can also be used to estimate and distinguish the 
fraction of naturally versus anthropogenically-ignited fires. 
5.4 Health impacts 
Chapter 4 dealt with the health impacts of open burning, it focused on both biomass and 
waste burning. In this study, health impacts were either due to chronic exposure to fine 
particulate matter known as PM2.5, or due to acute exposure to deleterious gases like ozone, 
carbon monoxide and sulfur dioxide. Near-surface concentrations of pollutants were simulated 
using ModelE MATRIX and then used as input for the exposure-driven health model EVA.  
The analysis focused on three time periods: the 1950s, present day (2015), and the 2050s. 
In the 1950s there were fewer people, and hence the study showed that premature mortality due 
to air pollution was lower. Waste burning was much smaller in scale, and open burning health 
impacts were mainly due to biomass burning. For 2015, population grew and so did pollution 
levels, which drove an increase in the number of premature deaths from both sectors. The 
premature deaths due to waste burning surpassed those from biomass burning. Going into the 
2050s, the premature deaths due to outdoor pollution are projected to further increase, with waste 
burning pollution almost doubling its present day impact on premature deaths. These results 
should trigger public discussion and governmental policy making.   
The analysis in Chapter 4 also showed that chronic exposure to particulate matter is the 
leading cause of premature deaths to both sectors during most time periods studied here, with the 
exception of biomass burning smoke in the 2050s. In the 2050s the majority of premature deaths 




due to biomass burning are projected to be due to acute exposure to ozone, carbon monoxide and 
sulfur dioxide. The combination of emissions, background chemistry and population distribution 
drives this behavior, as smoke plumes are processed downwind of biomass burning regions and 
affect humans. The distinction in the driver of premature deaths is important, as present day air 
quality technology focuses on the development of masks and air purifiers that are mostly 
effective for particulate matter.  
Future work with the ModelE-EVA framework that would be pertinent to the body of 
research presented here would include the use of pyrE for interactive biomass burning emissions. 
Both pyrE and EVA are driven by the same population density data; in pyrE it is used for fire 
ignition and suppression, and in EVA it is used to derive human exposure. For present day, there 
shouldn’t be any significant difference between a simulation performed with pyrE and a 
simulation performed with offline fire emissions, as it was demonstrated in Chapter 3 that they 
are comparable. But, especially for the 1950s and perhaps even in the 1900s or prior time periods, 
using interactive fires could reveal important health implications. It is interesting to simulate 
these time periods because the economy was less industry-intensive, and biomass burning had a 
bigger impact on air quality. The superiority of emission inventories over process-based models 
decreases the further back in time a model simulation is performed, as the uncertainties of the 
inventories increase. These emission inventories exist only for specific time periods. The ability 
to interactively simulate biomass burning and atmospheric composition could yield quantitative 
and mechanistic differences in terms of the number of premature deaths as well as the drivers: 
particulate matter or deleterious gases. 




5.5 Concluding remarks 
One of the ultimate uses of Earth system models like ModelE is to simulate different time 
periods with the goal to study the human impact on climate, as well as feedbacks of a changing 
climate on humans and the environment. Such experiments are usually made based on emission 
inventories for the past or emission scenarios for the future. The modeling framework presented 
in this dissertation is a powerful tool for such purpose, as it dynamically ties fires and 
atmospheric composition with the climate system.  
The further back in time one goes the less industry intensive the economy was and the 
larger the impact fire emissions had on the climate system. But, so are the uncertainties 
associated with the estimated emission inventories. Emission inventories also do not make the 
distinction between natural and anthropogenic fires, and only provide bulk fire emissions. This is 
a key point for modeling studies that seek to estimate the anthropogenic footprint on the climate 
system. ModelE can now bridge this knowledge gap and provide an estimate for the fraction of 
natural versus anthropogenic fires. On the other hand, the future is unknown. Anthropogenic 
aerosols are expected to decrease due to emission controls; but how will fire behave in the future? 
Fire risk is projected to increase in a warming world, especially in the boreal regions, how would 
fires behave in a warming world? What would be the regional fire response to wetting and drying 
trends? Will the change in fire activity compensate the effect of industrial emission controls?  
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